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1

This study investigated the responses given by

fifteen- and sixteen-year-old students to poetry in three

differently-directed interview situations -- affectively-

oriented, cognitively-oriented, or nondirective -- and the

relationship of the responses to the method of direction,

sex, and reading level. Each individual interview was con-

ducted by the investigator, who encouraged the student to

respond freely, but made preliminary statements formulatea

respectively in affective, cognitive, or neutral terms.

Then each student read and responded to "Recuerdo" by Edna

St. Vincent Millay and to "Bulletin" by Chana Faerstein.

Each of the responses given was assigned one of

five categories: Personal Association, Moral Judgment,

Thematic Interpretation, Technical Approach, and Factual

Narration. These categories evolved from both a pilot study

and previous studies of literary responses which emphasized

a similar system of content analysis. The comparability

of the three groups of 64 students each was insured by a

distribution of equal numbers of boys and girls, and equal

numbers of high- and low-level readers throughout each of

the groups. Each student was interviewed individually.

Multivariate analysis of frequency of responses

in the five categories resulted in the following findings

concerning hypothesized relationships between directive

method, sex, and reading level: Readers who were affectively-
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directed responded with highly significant frequencies in

the personal association and factual narration categories.

Those who were cognitively-directed responded with significant

'frequencies in the categories of thematic interpretation,

technical approach, and factual narration. The nondirected

group made significantly frequent responses in the categories

of personal association, thematic interpretation, technical

approach, and factual narration. When the poems were consid-

ered separately, the nondirected group had an even higher

frequency of response to "Recuerdo" in the thematic interpre-

tation category than did the cognitive group. Responses

were meager in the category of moral judgment, but it was

apparent that cognitive direction increased boys' responses

in this category. Sex also seemed to alter the stability

of responses. Girls tended to be more stable in their re-

sponse frequency regardless of method of direction; boys'

frequency of responses in the categories changed markedly

with method of direction. . Reading level was a factor in

that high-level readers tended to respond more often in the

thematic interpretation category and low- level, readers re-

sponded more often in the factual narration category.

Correlations between categories of response which

were generally significant were: Frequency of factual nar-

ration responses was lower when personal association, thematic

interpretation, or technical approach was highly frequent;

3



3

a significant positive correlation was evident in both the

cognitive and nondirected groups between personal association

and technical approach, whereas in both these groups a nega-

tive correlation existed between moral judgment and thematic

interpretation responses.

When the poems were considered separately, thematic

interpretation responses correlated positively with technical

approach responses in the cognitive and nondirected groups'

response to "Bulletin." These two categories were negatively

correlated when affectively-directed students responded to

"Recuerdo."

Analysis of twelve sample responses helped to inter-

pret some of the statistical findings. High-level readers

tended to respond with ease in regard to technical aspects

of the poems. Low-level readers were hesitant about articu-

lating their responses, particularly in the cognitively-

directed group. Nondirected low-level readers' responses

were greater in the category of thematic interpretation

than other low -level groups.

The findings of this study, derived from the statis-

tical interpretation of response frequencies and directive

method, indicate that prereading orientation in a specific

direction narrows the students' responses, whereas nondirective

treatment, allowing the student freedom to self-structure reac-

tions to a literary work, widens the frequency of responses in

many categories. The findings were seen to have implication::

for teaching, and to suggest problems for further research.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Statevent of the Problem

rho problem of this '!.nvestication was to make a study

of the responses (liven by teen-ace students (fifteen to sixteen

years of ace) to poetry in throe differently-directed interview

situations -- effectively-directed, cocnitively-directed, and

nondirectod -- and to study the relationship of the responses to

the readinc ability and the sex of tho students. This study seeks

to examine ru=der the relationship between performatee in a

directed situation and performance in a nondirected sicuadon.

Evnotheses

The methodology of this study was desicned to test, whether

or not the followinc hypotheses were valid:

1. The responses to the poems by students in the three

treatment groups will differ in frequency among the catecories
%

of response established for this study.

2. Boys will differ from Girls in tho frequency of their

resonscs to the poems atoms the catecories in the 'dire:: treatment

GToups.

3. Hich-lovel readers will differ from low-level readers

in the frequency of their responses to the poems amonc the cate-

cories in all three treatment croups,

13



2

The interview situations

The three interview situations which were devised for

this study are the following:

1. Affective emphasis: This approach is characterized

by instructions and questions emphasizing emotion and feeling

aroused in the reader. 1 The responses hypothetically expected

from this approach would result mainly in personal and subjective

comments, reflecting nonanalytic thinking primarily directed

by feeling.

2. Cognitive emphasis: This approach is characterized

by questions and instructions emphasizing analytic thinking.

Hypothetically expected responses would deal mainly with technique,

structure, or evaluation of the poems in terms of.selection and

classification of the effects of the external .stimulus -- the

text.
2

3. Nondirected emphasis: This approach is characterized

by instructions emphasizing spontaneous, immediate student response.

Responses would hypothetically fall into any of the five categories

of response established for this study.

The categories of response established for this study

are: personal association, technical approach, moral judgment,

thematic interpretation, and factual narration (defined in detail

on p. and in Appendix A). Each student's responses were

1Milton Rokeach, The Open and Closed Mind (New York:
Basic Books, Inc., 1960), p. 3717

2Roland F. Payette? "Development and Analysis of a
Cognitive Preference Test in the Social Sciences" (unpublished
doctoral dissertation, University of Illinois, 1967).

14



3

analyzed for units of thought which would belong in one of the

five categories. Then the frequency of response in the various

categories of response were compared with respect to the three

different interview situations, the reading level, and the sex

of the students. The readers were classified as high-level

readers if their reading level scores were average or above

average, and low-level readers if their reading level scores

were below the norm.

Need for the Study

The surest proof of the excruciating difficulty
of achieving consciousness of one's own or
another's responses is the rarity of effort
toward that end. It is much easier to settle
for public cant and private self-deception
than to reach for the innerness of man.3

Prevailing approaches to the teaching of literature seem

to support the idea expressed in the above quotation. There

has been very little research on student response to literature,

although it has been stated that these responses will influence

the student's "future appraisals of behavior and feeling.m4

Research on response to literature has largely been ignored in

favor of research concerned with cognitive teaching goals, such

as reading comprehension and increased reading speed.

Perhaps it is because of the complexity of the problem

that there have been so few studies of response to poetry. Since

3Benjamin DeMott, "Reading, Writing, Reality and Unreal-
ity..." in James R. Squire, ed., Response to Literature (Champaign,
Illinois: NOTE, 1968), p. 46.

4
John Dixon, Growth Through English, A report based on

the Dartmouth Seminar 1966 (IWET, England: NCTE, 1967), p. 58.



each statement a teacher makes about a poem implies certain

assumptions about literature, en analysis of the type of response

given to differing statements is needed in order to shed some

light on the effect of underlying assumptions on the response

given. A cognitive type of statement made prior to the reading

of a poem "focuses interest [on] the message of the poet, [on]

the details of his life, [on] the desire to explain rather than

to experience the poetry."5 Much traditional teaching of lit-

erature exemplifies this approach. In recent decades the New

Critics' emphasis on "the autonomy of the work once it has been

created"
6 has contributed to a cognitive emphasis. In cognitive

learning situations, "the teacher is the one who teaches a pas-

sive person who gets shaped and taught and is given something

which he then accumulates and which he may then retain or lose,

depending on the efficiency of the initial indoctrination proc-

ess, and of his own accumulation-of-fact process.... "? Those

who criticize this approach claim that it cuts short the student's

experience with a literary work and substitutes the teacher's

critical.emphasis in many instances.
8

5Thomas Lask, "Books of the Times," from The New York
Times (New York: March, 1970), p. 25.

6lbid.

?Thomas D. Klein, "Personal Growth in the Classroom:
Dartmouth, Dixtm, and Humanistic Psychology," English Journal 59:
No. 2 (February, 1970), pp. 241-42.

8Benjamin DeMott, James R. Squire John Dixon, and
Louise M. Rosenblatt are some of the critics of the cognitive
approach.
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5

On the other hand, there is a tendency to feel that

concern with affective factors in the classroom may lead to senti-

mentality, and a lack of concentration on the text.9 The New

Critics especially fostered this kind of attack. The students,

it was asserted, may become over-involved in their own personal

experiences and forget to relate them to the poem. This confu-

sion over the poem and its effects, which may lead to the dis-

appearance of "the poem itself," was condemned as "the affective

f al lacy.
"10 Affectively-oriented questions have been avoided

by the traditional-minded teacher because they might foster purely

subjective responses which ignore cognitive elements such as

analysis of structure, symbolism, and imagery.

But as Rokeach points out, "A person's cognitive func-

tioning is not a thing apart from his affective or emotional

functioning. They are seen to be.different facets of a person's

total behaviour.... We assume that every affective state also

has its representation as a cognitive state.... "11 Rosenblatt

applies this concept to the process of responding to a poem:

First, the text is a stimulus activating
elements of the reader's Past experience- -
his experience with literature and with
life. Secondly, the text serves as a "con-
trol," a blueprint, a guide for a critical
reworking and ordering of what has been
called forth into the reader's conscious-
ness. "The poem" is what the reader, under

9W. K. Wimsatt, Jr., The Verbal Icon (Lexington, Kentucky:
Univ. of Kentucky Press, 19543, pp. 30-34.

1°Ibid., p. 21.

11
Rokeach, The Open and Closed Mind, p. 399.
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the guidance of the text, crystallizes
out from the stuff of memory, image,
thought, and feeling which he brings
to it.12

Adherents of the affective approach maintain that it allows the

student to express in his own language the organization he for-

mulates from the varied experiences he encounters, and thus

promotes personal growth. Dixon emphasizes that in order to

aid the understanding of the basic learning process the researcher

must examine the way a student recalls his experience with a work

of art, "gets it clear, gives it shape, makes connections, specu-

lates, and builds theories from his experiences."13

The need for investigation of the reader's role in the

experience with a work of art was first reported by Richards in

his pioneer study, Practical Criticism.14 Richards examined

responses to poems by students who had been given a week to ana-

lyze the poems. The repeated misreadings of the poems by his

students led to Richards' formulation of some of the major. blocks

to sound interpretation. Thus, attention was drawn to the impor-

tance of the process carried on by the reader. Nine years later,

Rosenblatt explored more specifically the "transaction" between

the reader and the text. 15 Rosenblatt differed from Richards

12L. M. Rosenblatt, "The Poem as Event," College English
(November, 1964), p. 126.

13Dixon, Growth Through English, p. vii.

141. A. Richards, Practical Criticism, Harvest Books
(New York: Harcourt, Brace & Co., 1959).

15Louise M. Rosenblatt, Literature as Exploration, revised
edition (New York: Noble and Noble, 1968).
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7

in her greater concern with the reading process occurring during

a student's first contact with the poem and its relation to sub-

sequent re-readings.

More recently the need for investigation of student

response to poetry was expressed in a report of the Anglo-American

Conference on the Teaching of English, held at Dartmouth in 1966.

The members of this conference agreed that "teachers...need to

discuss the best of their practice and in doing so to discover

more of the underlying patterns that they intuitively follow.f16

This reinforced earlier suggestions concerning the need for

exploration of the "kinds of questions teachers ask about liter-

ary works in the classroom."17 .Investigations of preliminary

directive methods might reveal whether or not certain types of

critical approaches emphasized by the classroom teacher are

helpful, detrimental, or merely ineffectual for.students of

varying ages, abilities, and background. The Dartmouth Conference

report concluded that some alteration in present teaching prac-

tices was needed.
18

Clearly both the process of interpretation as well as

the method of instruction need further research, since the ways

in which a student responds to a reading experience depend on

16-
.uixon, Growth Through English, p. 91.

1
7liouise M. Rosenblatt, Research Development Seminar

in the Teaching of EnKlish, Coopiiaiiii-Research Project G-009
Triew York: U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare,
1963), P. 33.

1 8Dixon, Growth Through English, p. 91.

19
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many factors including his own previously "set views and emotions,'

and the teacher's preliminary directions. Some teaching methods

direct the student's thinking toward matters extrinsic to the

poem. For example, one teacher may direct the student's thinking

along historical lines by asking, "What were the social conditions

of the people at the tine this poem was wrin?" Another teacher

might direct the student along. biographical lines of thought by

asking, "Who knows how old the poet was when he wrote this poem?"

This point has been discussed by psychologists and educators who

have indicated that a student's perception and understanding of

what he reads may be severely limited if the student directs his

attention only to those elements referred to by his teacher

before he reads.2°

Studies of reader response to literature are scarce,

nevertheless, in comparison with studies of analysis of symbolic

meanings in a text, of imagery, and of literary evaluation. Yet

the amount of research devoted to clarifying literature is dis-

proportionate to the number of people who have contact with

literature after graduation from high school or college. Perhaps

this is an indication that it is time to examine the traditional

concept of the student as a sponge who passively absorbs the

1
9Richards, Practical Criticism, p. 14.

20
Robert Thomson, The Psychology of Thinkinm (Baltimore,

Maryland: Penguin Books, ][759), pp. 152-;7; Paz Bartolome,
"Teachers' Objectives and Questions in Primary Reading," The
Reaang Teacher 23 (October, 1969), pp. 27-33; J. J. Gibson,
"AlCritiFii-NTriew of the Concept of 'Set' in Contemporary
E%perimental Psychology," Psychological Bulletin (1941), p. 781..

20
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teacher's values, goals, and textual analyses. Student response,

which includes "in some degree accepting or rejecting the values

and emotional attitudes which the narrative implicitly offers,
"21

may be a more valid indicator of understanding of literature than

has been thought. The relationship of student responses to the

text and to the method of instruction needs clarification. Thus

this study focuses on student responses to specific works of

poetry in order to investigate the relationship between prelimi-

nary directive statements and those responses. The goal is to

lead to the development of a greater understanding of the process

of interpretation as it occurs under differing teaching procedures.

An improved understanding of the components of literary responses

should also enable teachers to develop their students' skills of

literary analysis and desire to exercise those skills.

Moreover, studying the various ways in which a student

responds to his experience with a work of art reveals similari-

ties to the basic learning processes in understanding other

totally unfamiliar material. Thus this study has been undertaken

in the belief that its results might be valuable beyond its

specific area.

Review of Relevant Research

Most research on reading has until now been concerned

with reading speed, comprehension or recognition skills. Only

a small amount of research has dealt with processes of inter-

21Dixon, Growth Through English, p. 58.
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pretation of literary works or of directive influence on student

response. A few of these studies, although for the most part

concerned with responses to prose, provide a precedent for this

investigation.

Theories concernina .response to literature

Research on readerl' interpretation of literature has

been influenced most by I. A. Richards, who in 1929 investigated

the difficulties undergraduates encountered most often in the

interpretation of poetry. He distributed thirteen poems (no

poet's name included) to Cambridge students for written responses

produced after repeated readings of the poetry during a week.

The majority of these students found the poems confusing, com-

plex, and incomprehensible because of the sources of difficulty

which Richards categorized as follows:22

1. Inability to grasp the author's meaning at one or

more levels of comprehension (sense, feeling, tone, intention).

2. Misunderstanding of the imagery.

3. Inadequate sensuous apprehension of the form and

movement of the poem.

4. The misleading effect of erratic associations and

stereotyped responses.

5. Distortion through sentimental or inhibited response.

6. Confusions created by the doctrinal predispositions

of the reader, especially when the reader's beliefs conflict

22
Richards, Practical Criticism, p. 14.

22
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with those presented in the poem.

7. The effect of general critical preconceptions and

technical prejudgments.

The role of the reader in the transaction between the

reader and the text has been most fully treated by Rosenblatt.

The ways in which the reader and the text interact, and also

the elements which block interpretation, are examined. Rosenblatt

stresses the idea that valid teaching approaches to literature

should help an individual improve his capacity to respond ade-

quately to the text and "to develop human insights and flexible

habits of thinking.
u23

She urges that the classroom atmosphere

be such that the student will be encouraged to respond personally.

The student is then led to discover whether his response, does

justice to the text. "When the'young reader considers why he

has responded in a certain way, he is learning both to read more

adequately, and to seek personal meaning in literature." 24

Loban, in a study.of student interpretation of short

stories, rated the responses according to the sympathetic under-

standing of the reader. He found that sensitive readers displayed

attempts to understand the motives underlying the characters'

23Rosenblatt, Literature as Exploration, p. 26.

24Ibid., p. 70.
ti
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actions; the less sensitive readers Pronounced moral judgments

on the characters, sometimes condemning them.
25

Attitudinal factors affectin7 interpretive responses

Letton discovered that attitudinal factors may influence

the reader's ability. In her study at the University of Chicago,

the differences in the interpretive oral responses to poetry

of 22 ninth-graders were analyzed. One of Letton's hypotheses;

upheld by the study, was that the students who had positive

attitudes toward reading and had had past favorable experiences

with poetry became better readers than those students who had

negative attitudes toward reading. 26

Using a case study approach, Piekarz found that attitudes

affect reading at the perceptual level (by helping to determine

the printed words actually seen by the reader), at the understand-

ing level (by twisting, distorting, and coloring ideas), and at

the retention level (by specifying what will be remembered and

what will be forgotten).27

25
Walter Loban, Literature and Social Sensitivity

(Champaign, Illinois: NCTE, 1953).

26Mildred Letton, "Differences in the Interpretive
Responses of Ninth Grade Students to Poetry" (unpublished doc-
toral dissertation, University of Chicago, 1958).

27Josephine A. Piekarz, "Attitudes and Critical Reading,"
Dimensions of Critical Reading, Proceedings of the Annual Educa-
tion and Reading Conferences, II, ed. by Russell G. Stauffer
(Newark, Delaware': 1964), pp. 134-44.
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Studies of student response to literature

A strong positive relationship between literary judgment

and self-involvement was found by Squire in a study published

in 1956.28 Squire reported the reactions vf. 52' students in

ninth and tenth grade to four short stories. During their

reading,; the students were interrupted. by Squire in order to

obtain their free responses at certain divisions of the story.

In addition, interviews of a nondirective nature sought to

elicit feelings, ideas, opinions and reactions of the students.

Responses were segmented by thought units, and classified in

the following categories:

1. Literary judgment:* responses concerned with the

author's ideas, style, characterization, and with judgment of

literary worth.

2. Interpretation:. responses concerning the theme,

motivation of characters.

3. Narration: responses involving only the incidents

occurring in the story, with no attempt to interpret them

generally.

4. Association: responses generally connecting ideas

or incidents in the story with the reader's own experiences.

5. Self- involvement: responses specifically asso-

ciating the reader with a definite character or his reactions

28
James R. Squire, "The Responses of Adolescents to

Literature Involving Selected Exoeriences to Personal Develop-
ment" (unpublished doctoral dissertation, University of Cali-
fornia, Berkeley, 3.956). Hereinafter referred to as "Responses
of Adolescents."
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either by identification or rejection of the character.

6. Prescriptive judgment: responses which indicate

a prescribed course of action a character should have taken

which would have fit the standards of the reader.

7. Miscellaneous: responses not included in the other

categories, such as irrelevant digressions.

Reliability of the statistical measures, based on a

classification by a second judge, was .83. More than 42% of

all responses were coded as interpretational; fewer than 4%

were associational or prescriptive.

Nine case studies were selected for more detailed

analysis. These case studies helped to explain the reasons

for some of the statistical results. Squire found that an

individual's responses are conditioned by the dynamic interplay

of a constellation of factors rather than by single relation-

ships. The factors involved suggest possible clues to the

reader's participation.

Since the quality of individual interpretation was found

to be unrelated to either the intelligence or the reading ability

of the students, Squire felt th.at the quality of the interpreta-

tion was based chiefly on the maturity, personality and experi-

ential background of the reader.

Another significant contribution is the work of Purves

and Rippere, who developed an elaborate system of components

26
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as a framework for analyzing responses to literature.
29

The

four major types of critical approach to a literary work were

categorized as follows:

Engagement-involvement: This first category deals with

the way in which the critic expresses his subjective experience

with a work of art.

Perception: The second category presents the reader-

critic's understanding of the literary work, and the angle of

vision from which he discusses the work, either "analytic,

synthetic, or classificatory."
30

Interpretation: This category is based on the process

of connecting the experience presented by the work with the

reader's own experiences in order to generalize about it.

Evaluation: The last category consists of responses

evaluating the literary worth of the work. This judgment would

be based partially on the first three categories.

Each of these categories was analyzed in considerable

detail by listing itemized classifications of critical analysis

for each category.

Method of teaching literature

Instructional techniques in the teaching of literature

are just now beginning to be investigated. Ziegler attempted

to prove that test-determined teaching (which includes exercises

29.Alan C. Purves and Victoria Rippere, "Elements of
Writing About a Literary Work: A Study of Response to Literature,"
Research Bulletin No. 2 (Champaign, Illinois: NOTE, 1967).

3 °Ibid., p. 6.

27
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designed to'improve recognition of theme and sense-appealing

words, and then tests of these skills) improved tenth-grade

girls' appreciation of literary merit.2l

Four tenth-grade classes were divided into two groups,

one experimental and one control group. The results for the

experimental group, who were given practice material based on

improving the ability to recognize themes and to select the

version of a literary selection which contained the most sense-

appealing words, indicated a growth in these two elements of

literary analysis. The control group, which was not subjected

to any drills on analysis of theme or imagery, sustained a loss

in their ability to select the major themes of literary works

or the version with the most sense-appealing-words, according

to the Ziegler Appreciation Test administered by the investi-

gator. But the reasons for the students' choices were not

satisfactorily explained by either group.

Thus, the results of this study show that although the

use of practice material leads to an increase in those abilities

in which the students were drilled, they do not tend to gain in

apprehension of literary value. The test given is called the

Ziegler Appreciation Test, but appreciation of literature is not

what is tested, only skill in recognition of theme and ability

to choose selections containing the most sense-appealing words.

Since neither of these skills is a measure of the apprehension

31
Caroline Louise Ziegler, "The Value of Test-Determined

Teaching in Two Elements of Literary Appreciation" (master's
thesis, Johns Hopkins, 1931).
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of a literary work, further study is needed in developing

appreciation of literature.

A more recent study of the same kind by Smith and Burns

aimed to "investigate the relative effectiveness of various

practices on students' ability'to interpret a poem from their

first reading, and on the attitudes they developed toward the

poem."32 The investigators wished to learn whether or not the

type of instruction given before students read a ballad affects

the quality of interpretation.

Above-avera3e ninth-grade students were selected for

the study, and divided into four groups. Group I listened to

a tape-recorded lecture on ballads, and then read the poem

silently. Group II was given the tape-recorded lecture, in

addition to an oral rendition of the ballad by the teacher.

Group III was helped by the teacher to mark certain important

words and phrases in the ballad after listening to the tape-

recorded lecture. Group IV had no prereading lecture or in-

structions; they were merely asked to read the poem silently.

The investigators found that Group III scored the highest

in the interpretation test scores, according to the interpreta-

tions set up by the investigators, but the attitudes towards

32Richard J. Smith and Thomas Burns, "The Effects of
Different Instructional Practices on Student Enjoyment and
Interpretation of a Ballad," Journal of Reading 13 (February,
1970), pp. 345-46.
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poetry were not different from those of the other groups. It

was concluded that the type of instruction used before reading

a ballad does affect the quality of interpretation. However,

the investigators defined literary interpretation as the ability

to paraphrase the "story" of the poem, and this definition is

not comprehensive enough for the findings to be acceptable.

What was determined from this study was only that students were

better able to narrate the story of the poem when they Yad been

given detailed prereading instructions.

An interesting study was conducted by Nelms on student

judgment of poetic quality.33 A sampling of 120 poems was

studied by a panel of sixteen tenth-graders to determine what

element in poetry would appeal most to them. Student responses

to the poems were recorded on rating sheets patterned after the

semantic differential format used by Osgood and his associates.

Three groups of poems, which had been ranked on a ten-point

evaluative scale by a panel of judges, were selected for use

in the study. Nelms concluded that students preferred poems

with narrative interest, preferably concerning unusual people,

moments of crisis, humorous events, war, or death. The appeal

of the subject matter to tenth-graders was, therefore, a strong

33Benjamin Frank Nelms, "Characteristics of Poetry
Associated with Preferences of a Panel of Tenth Grade Students"
(unpublished doctoral dissertation, University of Iowa, 1967).
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factor. Nelms also found that tae form of the poem did not

matter to the students, but clarity did.

Another study, focusing on the relative merits of

multiple-choice and open-ended questions to determine literary

achievement, was begun under the auspices of the International

Project for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement.34 Two

tests were designed and constructed for use with two populations

of students, one aged 14, and the other, 18. These tests,

involving two short stories, were given to each group of 290

students. Choppin and Purves, who reported the study, found

that the use of multiple-choice questions in.evaluating achieve-

ment in literature was a valid testing procedure, since this

study disclosed no evidence that multiple-choice questions

measure anything different from open-ended, short-answer ques-

tions. However, the authors point out that what still remains

unknown is the relationship between performance in a directed

situation and performance in a nondirected situation.

The kind of instruction which has been taking place in

the typical classroom for the past half century has been described

34Bruce H. Choppin and Alan C. Purves, "A Comparison of
Open-Ended and Multiple-Choice Items Dealing with Literary Under-
standing," Research in the Teaching of English III:No. 1 (Spring,
1969), pp. IT-7247--
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by Hoetker and Ahlbrand in a recent study done for the United

States Office of Education.35 Summarizing the studies of instruc-

tional practices in the classroom, beginning with one reported

in 1912, they find that the roles of teachers and Pupils are

firmly set, with teachers responsible for structuring lessons

and evoking answers to questions, and students responsible for

short, factual answers.

Most of the studies described indicate that teachers

talked between two-thirds and three-quarters of the time in an

average lesson. Rarely was a lesson described in which a teach-

er's question called for anything besides "rote memory or super-

ficial comprehension." The average questioning time in the

classroom was two questions per minute. As one of the investi-

gators for this study pointed out, "If it is contended...that

questions asked in class should require pupils to reflect, to

make inferences, and to develop generalizations, it.is clear

that most of the oral questions asked by teachers...were not

satisfactory.
"36

As the preceding studies indicate, past research on

literary interpretation has not gone far beyond examination of

students' literal comprehension of the printed word. This

35James Hoetker and William P. Ahlbrand, Jr., "The
Persistence of the Recitation," Occasional Paper Series No.
(Central Midwestern Educational Laboratory,76771TETEissouri,
1968), p. 3.

361bid., p. 16.
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investigator believes that critical reading ability requires

that a student be able to envisage, make predictions, infer,

and relate the poet's ideas to his own past experience.

It appears that the process of interpretation is influ-

enced by three main factors -- the individual, the experience

with the text, and the setting in which the first two interact.

Most of the research in the past has concentrated on the process

of comprehension, and the ability of the student to make sound

literary judgments (in the broad sense of the term, as used by

Squire) rather than on the interaction of three of the major

factors involved in the intersretational process.

The investigations of Letton, Loban, and Piekarz tend

to confirm the view that the judgment of a literary work and

the perception of its parts are influenced by the reader's atti-

tude toward himself and toward literature. According to Squire,

those readers who become self-involved with the literary work

during their reading relate the most comprehensive and objective

literary interpretations after their experience with the literary

work.37

. At present, there are few studies on the relative effects

of directed and nondirected prereading instructions on student

response. It is hoped that this investigation may aid in the

development of techniques aimed at inculcating a more valuable

appreciation and understanding of literature.

37James R. Squire, "The Responses of Adolescents While
Reading Four Short Stories," Research Retort No. 2 (Champaign,
Illinois: NCTE, 1964), P. 35.
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CHAPTER II

EBTFODOLOa

The Prolinin= Investi-ation

The present study, desk;ned to analyze and co .pore

the responses of students in throe different interview

situations, evolved in 'arca part from a pilot study of

response to poetry of 50 Lich school students attendin.3

a su=ner procran at Colunia University. Thie proriram was

under the auspices of a Federal (rant, aimed at improving

the reading rate anti literary Uhderstanding,Qt underprivi-

leged high school students. The narticipatins students,

aged 13 to 1G, Were iron Manhattan, 1;roo1 :1 yn, and the Lronx.

Their reading ccorec; on the Iowa Silent aeadinz; Test, Advanced

Mr= AI ", ranged fro:.i no ' : :a1 to four years below. Their

vcre all in the normal rano, according to school recoras.

The 50 stl.dents were in individually in

45-11inn'ce cos:0_011s in which the student read three Poelm,

respondinc after each one without snecific critical cuidanco

from the interviewer. After the free responses, questions

were asked about each poem. The interviews were tape-recorded

for analysis fron tho transcriptions later on.
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These interviews in the preliminary investigation

answered some of the questions in the investicntor's mind

about the approach to the interviews in the present study.

These questions concerned. (1) the most effective interview

procedure to be used, (2) the proper wordily; of questions

asked about the poems, and, (3) the amount of time necessary

for comprehensive responses.

The method followed in the pilot study interviews

provided a basis for developing; the procedures for this study.

Since some students responded comprehensively and others did

not when respondinG spontaneously, it became necessary for

the interviewer to ask direct questions to obtain responses.

These questions were an elaboration of the type of resnonses

which had been ivon freely. Por example, if a student has

said that the poem had no manilla, that would be explored

further by a question about the sort of meaning the student

ex,)ectcd. If a student's spontaneous response was that the

poem was not poetic enouzh, the rejoinder would be to ash

for a definition of "poetic." The responses ranged from

purely subjective ones to completely technical analyses.

Those responses were grouped accord inc to types in

order to obtain a clearer picture. The interview procedures

for the present study began to =era° as the investicator

attempted to find the most effective wording of questions

which would elicit all types of responses. This experience

35
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was very useful as backrxound for tho problem concerning
the "impact of questions on responses."

she amount of time needed to obtain the responses
also was determined by the interviews in the pilot study.
Responses to three poems demanded too =eh of the student's

end interviewer's time. The use of two poeus allowed for
sufficient variety of responses and adequate observation
of response consistency.

%le response cato!-:ories

Eight categories of response were derived from the
analysis of responses obtained in the pilot study.. The cate-
gories were: (1) factual reconstruction, primarily concerned
with the literal statement of events in the poems; (2) personal
judgment, a subjective evaluation; (3) aesthetic responses,
an artistic, stylistic approach; (1.) language emnhasis, stress

on the ir.ipact of lan.:;uage used. in the poems; (5) association,
connection of czternal events with the poem; (G) moral judg-
ment, ethically based responses; (7) technical approach,
reactions to the form or craftsmanship; and (8) thematic
analysis, responses centerinc; on the themes of the poems.

Norte of these categories of response overlapped end were

later merged to form one catecory.

The establishment of response categories for the

present study was further supported by a recent work of Purves,

36
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who used a similar set of categories to study written

literary response.
1 There are five categories of response

used in the prrcsent study. The pilot study categories of

aesthetic response and. languarre emphasis were combined to

Form the present technical approach category; the category

of association mergecl with personal judgment to form the

present category t..2 personal association. A brief descrip-

tion of the five categories follows (and a more detailed

analysis of each category will be found in Appendix A):

(a) The category of personal association includes

references to emotional reaction, personal involvement, or

identification experienced during the reading of the poems.

(b) To category of factual narration characterizes

all paraphrases of the poems, or narrative summarien of the

action, given without subjective underscoring.

(c) The category of moral judrment matains any

references to statements about the morality of the author

or the works, which are not evaluative, but pertain to the

writer's standards about ratters considered external to

the poems.
2

(d) The catefpry of technical approach includes

all references to style, symbols, rhythm, poetic intention,

1Alan C. Pt:ryes and Victoria Rippere, "Elements of
1:ritingln pp. 83 -C6.

2Iid., P. 11.
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meter, mood, tone, use of language, and imagery.

(e) The category of thematic interpretation contains

any generalization or explanation derived from the theme of

the poem, or any attempt to relate major ideas and relation-

ships within the porn to life.

In addition to establishing the categories, narrowing

the selection of poems, and setting tine limits for inter-

views, the pilot study was also helpful in selecting; the

noems. Poems with too difficult a vocabulary, excessive

use of symbolism, or structural complexity provoked bewilder-

ment in the students who participated in the preliminary

interviews. Ennce, the poems chosen for use in the present

study did. not have these difficulties.

Selection of -1-111 Doers

The selection of poems for this study was based

on several criteria. The fiz.-st criterion was that the 70ens

should present experiences basic to the adolescent's life.

For "when excitement about subject matter coos deep, it

stirs up a store of attitudes and meanings derived from

prior c%perience."3 It follows, then, that a reader may

be able to share en author's perceptions without having

had the exact experience depicted in the poems. The reader

"Ilayne Schur.aker, Literature and the Irrational
(lieu York: Ilashington Square ..crocs, 37)G5), p."7-172.
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needs come previous basic experiences akin to but not

identical with those the writer presents which as a reader

he can draw on to reconstruct the literary work.4

The second criterion was that the poems should

possess literary merit, orranizins form, content and lan-

guaGe in a harmonious and creative way. To reach the

adolescent reader, it was felt that the poems chosen should

be forceful and original in languas,e and concept, but

written in a conventional form.5 The basis of the judgment

on the worth of the .7oeins was threefold the forts, the

relation of the form to the content (how the writer conveys

his insight), and the potential import of the content to

the reader.
G An easy appeal to the adolescent reader

throur.h the use of a superficial poem was rejected in favor

of choosing one that had literary merit.

A third consideration in regard to the poems was
the level of difficulty of the linguistic structure and
vocabulary. l'oems zith straightforward, rather than in-

verted syntax, and poems with very few difficult words

were sought.

/ Louise i1. Rosenblatt, LittIratare :Pio:ration,
p. Cl.

511. L. Rosenthal, Ed. Selected P007:10 nnd Two 12:Nat
'.:. Yeats (7.ew York: The 14acmiflan Coupany, lgo2"),

p.
6JC.E1OS R. Squire, Resnonses of Adolescents, p. 35.
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A fourth factor in the selection of the poems was

len3th. Because of time limitations on the students'

schedules, the poems had to be brief enough to be read and

discussed in a 45-minute period.

The fifth criterion required the poems to permit

flexibility of approach and response. The poems were chosen

to allow for a variety of affective or cocnitive responses.

The sixth criterion was that the poems should not

have been included in the standard anthologies used by the

city high schools and should be new to the readers in this

study. This was necessary also because the unfamiliarity

of the poems would aid in the prevention of any undue teacher

influence which might prejudice the responses. Lyric poetry

was selected because, of all the Genres, the lyric expresses

a unified, intense emotion in the briefest form. The com-

plete meaninG of the poem will be communicated by how the

poet says what he is sayinc; and by the harmony between the

sound and the sense.?

A panel of judces who have been working professionally

vith adolescents in the city schools for over ten years were

tho final arbiters in the choice of poems to be used in the

study. The panel included a high school EnGlich department

chairman, a high school principal, and a high school English

711. L. Rosenthal and A. J. n. Smith, ExIllorine. Poetry
(flew York: The Eacmillan Co., 1955), p. 119.
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teacher. They were given ten poems to rate for use in this

investigation. The rating system was based on the criteria

for the selection of poetry described above, and on their

own professional judcinent. The two poems rated highest by

all three panelists were the selections used in this study,

"Recuerdo," by Edna St.. Vincent !allay, and "Bulletin," by

Clara raerstein.8

Procedures

Selection of publectr;

One hundred and ninety-two students were chosen by

random sampling for participation in the present study. All

the students were living in Vow York City, attending i!ew York

City public schools in their neichborhood.

Students from both academic and commercial programs

in their high schools wore accented for this study. Infor-

mation about the students relevant to this study, such as

readinf.; level, was obtainnd from school records. The most

recent reading level score was accented. The reading; level

of tin total population ranod from 3./: to 12.9. The ace

of the students was limited to fifteen or sixteen, in order

to eliminate the unnecessary variable of a wide age range.

/....~/FINam
`See pp. 137 and 138 of this study.
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All the students participatInc in this study had

been tested for reading ability a year earlier by either

the Iowa Silent Reading Test, Form B or the Metropolitan

Achievement Test. Both of those tests measure the perfor

mance of individuals in tasks desired to involve such

factors as word fluency, reading comprehension and verbal

meaning. The distribution of the reading scores on these

tests indicates the normal nature of the croup. The figures

in Table 1 below illustrate this distribution for tho 192

students in this study.

TO 1

DISTRIBUTION OF READING LEVEL SCORE; OK THE IOWA (TOM B)
SILENT READING AND KETROPOLITAN ACHIEVEMENT TESTS

(ADVANCED READING, PORN AM)

.....11/....11.MIIMMINM

Statistical Measure Subjects (N . 192)

Mean 10.2
Median 11.3
Mode 11.G
C:1 8.7

12.0

The poetry is limited to American lyric poems of the

twentieth century so as to focus attention on the responses

to a sincle literary genre and literary period. Tho period

was chosen in order to eliminate any unnecessary linguistic

difXiculties which might hinder the int6rpretations.
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The interviaw mum

The population was divided into three groups of 64

students each. To insure tho comparability of all three'

groups, the same number of boys and girls, and the same

number of high- and low-level readers, were distributed

throughout each of the groups.

All the interviews were tape-recorded and scheduled

at a time when the students would not normally be in class.

Each student was interviewed privately, in a room set aside

for this purpose. The interviews took place in two Brooklyn

public high schools, one school composed of lower- and

middle-class students, and the other composed of middle-

and upper-middle-class students.

The non-directed interview procedure

The interview for the non-directed group was conducted

along the lines of practices reco=ended by Cannell and Xahn;

Jahoda, Deutsch, and Cook; and Eacoby and Nacoby.9 The road-

ink; responses were obtained by a non-directive technique:

40.111.0.4+
9Charic2 2. Cannel]. rind Robert L. Kahn, "Tho Collection

of Data by InLerviewia7;," in Leon .4;'01;tinf_;or and Dania
Eas., r.ose=ch Methods is the Behavioral Sciences (New Yo:22::
Drz:den za.oes, 1;,:;777). iiorton Doutnch,
and Otewart Cock, T9!40.1rch 21.1-1p)ci Relations, 2art 1
(New York: )r7den 1V5:17, ;hapter b; -,leanor 1.:acoby
and Nicholas Eacoby, "TLe Interview: A Tool of 3eience,"
G. Lindze7, 3d., litrIbook of C3oeiai izoholonw (I:ass.: Addison-
Vesloy, 1954), pp. 44,-)-467.
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1. Each student was told: "This is a study I (the

interviewer) am doing as part of a project for the school

I am in. I would like to know more about your responses to

poetry. What you say about the poems you will be reading

will not affect your class marks in any way. I will be the

only one listening to the tapes when I play them back. The

reason for the tape .recorder is siuply that it makes it

easier to get as many responses as the time allows; writing

all your statements down would take too long."

2. The following directions wore given: "I am

going to give you a poem to read. As coon as you have

finished readint; it silently, please say whatever occurs

to you. I shall remain quiet until you have completed

your remarks."

3. While the student was making his e:.:temporaneous

remarks, the interviewer prompted him during pauses by using;

non-directive picno, such as the nodding of the interviewer's

head or such non-co. mittal remarks as "yes," or imm," or

"Go on."
10

51.he cor.nitivelz-dirocterl interview nroceJuro

The cognitively-directed Group was told about the

study in the same words as described in Direction Ho. 1 above.

10James R. Squire, "Responses of Adolescents," p. 59.
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Then the following cognitively-oriented directions were given:

1. "I am going to give you a poem to read. Read it

silently and when you have finished it, try to describe the

meaning, the thoughts you had or any other ideas which occurred

to you while reading it. It is only your response which is

important. This is not a test, and there are no right or wrong

answers."

2. While the student was making his remarks, the inter-

viewer prompted him during pauses wit.b cognitively-oriented

questions, such as, "What else did you think it meant?" and

"What else did the poem tell you?"

The affectively-directed interview procedure

The affectively-directed group was told about the

4.ft ..A .0jUA n
.a.ax vile ..$0.111%. *V...0i%.4.0 0 4.00%..i.1.l.00V. .111 .1.0.A.10%., W1%.111 11%.1. 1 LW.

the unstructured group. Then the following effectively-

oriented directions were given:

1. "I am going to give you a poem to read. Read it

silently. As soon as you have finished it, try to describe

how the poem made you feel, if and when it aroused your emo-

tions. It is only your response which is important. This

is not a test and there are no right or wrong answers."

2. While the student was making his remarks, the

interviewer prompted him during pauses by asking such

affectively-oriented questions as: "Can you tell me more

about how you felt while reading this poem?" or "Were there

any other lines of the poem which affected you emotionally?"

45



Check-codin of the, responses

To check-code tho responses, one independent rater

was trained by the investigator to categorize the recorded

transcripts. The training of this coder followed the guide-

lines sot up by Sellitz:11

1. The various coding category subdivisions of the

responses wore explained and illustrated by examples from

actual transcripts.

2. The coder being trained or in training practiced

on several samples of the data.

3. The coding of those samples was discussed so as

to develop common rules and definitions.

4. The coders then categorized identical transcripts

individually, with the training coder given no group classi-

fication on the transcript to provide more objectivity in

the coding.

5. To maintain consistency of coding, a key for

scoring, devised by the investigator, aided by Purves's

delineation of literary response categories (see Appendix A)

was used by the coders. 12

The method of obtaining a satisfactory coding system,

offering a quantitative description of the reader's responses

11IM
11

Claire Sellits, ed.? Research Nethods in Social
Relations (;yew York: Molt, Rinehar, and Unston, 17:2)7

rw.).

12
Alan C. Iuxves, on. cit., pp. 13-20.
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to the poems, was based partially on procedures used in

earlier studies (Loban and Squire, in particular). For

each taped response, the frequency of responses in each

category was recorded, and their total values were compared.

Then a product moment correlation coefficient was calculated

for the analyses of responses by the two coders. This pro-

crldure was followed before and after each conference between

the two coders.

Table 2 presents the degree of agreement in check-

coding, with column one stating the initial coefficient

of agreement obtained before the investigator and the check-

coder had conferred. Conferences were held to discuss the

definition of catesories when several differences in coding

were found. After the conferences, each coder caterprized

the responses of the transcripts again, and after check-

coding the degree of aerement, a revised coefficient was

olitained.
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TABLE 2

DEGREE OF AGREEMENT IN CHECK-CODING OF
64 TRANSCRIPTS BY TWO ANALYSTS

Coefficient
Category of Agreement

Coefficient
of Agreement

(after conference)

I. Personal Judgment .7338 .7765

II. Moral Judgment .8125 .9175

III. Thematic Analysis .7265 .7884

IV. Technical Approach .7515 .7853

V. Factual Reconstruction .7025. .7554

Total .7454 .8046

Reliability was proved for this method of check-coding.

Although Berelson found that most coefficients tend to focus

around .90, the basis of coding in the present study seems

to have more complexity and slightly lower coefficients are

not unexpected.13

Purpose of comparison of responses

After the oral responses of the three groups of 64

students each were transcribed and categorized, it was possible

13Bernard Berelson, Content Analysis in Communication
Research (New York: MacmillETEEF Free Press of Glencoe),
1952 and 1965), p. 172.
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to answer some of the following questions:

1. What is the dominant type of response voiced

when the student is in a non-directed situation?

2. What is the dominant type of response voiced

when the student is directed to respond cognitively?

3. What is the dominant typo of response voiced

when the student is directed to respond affectively?

4. Which treatment group responded most compre-

hensively?

To reiterate briefly, the categories of response

were derived from the collected and classified responses

of a pilot study croup. A critical emphasis having over

seven response units per student became an individual

category.

Classification of resnonces into cuter-cries

The investicator and the other data coacr each

scored 32 transcripts and chocked their results with each

other for acrecment. The method of statistical acreement

has been described in the previous section (see pp. 34-36).

Durinz; the inaividual interviews, the investicator

:oeftained from aay writinc. Only after the interviews had

been transcribed did the investizater score the responses

and catecorize them for each poem. Since this study involves

the relationship of three independent variables (the treat-

ment croups, the sex of the students, and the different
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reading levels) to ten dependent variables (the five cate-

gories of response for both poems), a multivariate analysis

of variance was used. Multivariate analysis helped to ex-

plain the differences between the responses of the three

treatment z;roups, while considering all the variables at

the same time.lk

It appears that the nuraber of responses made in a

category is partly a function of the total number of responses

to a poem. For instance, if a student makes a total of ten

response units, and five are in the category of thematic

interpretation, the remaining four catec,ories of response

must share the remainder. Thus the proportion of response

units represent a balanced total, with each categorized

response unit considered a partial function of the total

number of response units made in the student's statement

about each of the poems.

"A Computer Zro.,7am for Analysis of Data by- Ganeral

Linevx iiodelc," by C. Frank Starrier and Janes 3. Grizzle,

eras used for the rultivariato analysis of variance. There

are three multivariate test statistics in COLI1011 use., all

thre,e of which are constructed from the and Z.-.0 natricee.

ri'''te OH matrix is the sum of the squares and cross-products

deviations due to the hypothesis, and the SE matrix is the

sum of the squares and cross-products deviations used as

help of Dr. Irving Berns tein, statistical
consultant, is (..,ratefully acknowledged. here.
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the error term. Eotellinc's trace vas the test statistic

selected for use in this study, and is written as follows:15

Tr gs Trace (SH Sz)

whore the trace is merely the sun of elements in the prin-

cipal diagonal of tho product matrix. This sum when properly

transformed is anproximately distributed as a chi-square

value with decrees of freedom equal to the number of do,en-

dent variables times the number of croups minus 1.

am-dm:1110 resnonses

The aspects of the oral responses to the poems

subject to content analysis were (1) what the student said,

includinc his own editinc, and (2) the frequency of responses

in each catecory. The student responses were broken down

into recordincurats, defined by Berelson in this way:

sincle idea or assertion of the reader was used as the

recordinc unit, this unit bein,, defined as the smallest

combination of words which seems to convey the sense of a

sinclo thoucht."13 A content analysis of the transcribed

HA

c.r.os Grizzle end C. Prank Ctarmer, "A CoLlputer
Procram for Analysis of Data by Gcsloral Linear
InsUtuts. of Statistio.71 Elmo° i:orics 7o. 5(20 (7orth Carolina:
Univercity of Uorth Carolina and Duke University, February,
1;a3), p. 190.

1G,
ernard Derelson, gontent ixraysi1 in CrInnunication

Rer..t,:arch (Glencoe, Illinois: .roe "rress, 195271=anu="
for CoJers," Survey Research Center, Institute for Oocial
Research, mi:_l000raphad Win Arbor, ilichican: University of
iiichican, February 1952).
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recorains units followed along the lines recommended by

Berelson and others.17 ach student's responses wore cate-

gorized. Then for each student it was determined how many

recording units existed in each of his responses to the

poems, as well as the number and the percentage of recording

units in each category, for all three groups. Any self-made

correction or addltion to a response was considered as a

recording unit, and categorized as such.

A sample response about a poem in the unstructured

group was:

I liI :e this poem, Particularly the way the
poet put his words. I guess he was trying
to say that haPliness lasts too short a
time. :To, I mean...it's not rood to be
too happy--it :micas you self-centered.

This response was divided into recording units according to

the category in which each recording unit belonged, in this

way:

I like this poen/.177:::.07.4JV particularly the
way the poet put his words/.. I rues
he was trvqin:.; S:17)" that. happines.3 lasts too
short a tine/72.7=/ :;o, I 3:lean...it's not
good to be too makes you self-
centered/i:OP,AL/

17
James R. Squire, op. cit., p. 81.
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After the individual responses in the three treatment
groups were transcribed and categorized in this way, the
frequency of responses in the various categories was
determined for each of the poems to compare the types of
responses made in each category for all three treatment
groups. The categorized results of the different treat-
ments used and the dominance of responses to the poems
are discussed in the next section.
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CHAPTER III

STATISTICAL RESULTS

The Findinrs in Mean Response Scores

To obtain responses to two lyric poems in three

differently directed interviews was the first step in the

organization of this study. Analyzing those responses by

comparing the frequency of responses in the categories which

emanated from each of the three interview situations was

the next step, and is described in this chapter. Because

the populations differed in terms of total population and

cell groups, a discussion of total scores in numbers alone

would be meaningless. Therefore, mean responses were obtained

for both the total population and for each cell group in

order to facilitate discussion. Stabilizing the basis of

discussion in terms of moan scores serves to clarify the

comparisons of frequency of response.

The mean scores discucsed in this chapter are based

on the significance levels given in Tables 10 and 11. The

relationship of the mean proportions of responses is analyzed

for each treatment group following the presentation of indi-

vidual moan response frequencies based on reading ability

and sex to each poem.
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The mean number of responses was obtained by first

totaling and categorizing the number of responses each

student made to the poems. The number of responses obtained

was then converted into mean scores for each group by means

of the usual formula.
18 To facilitate further discussion

of differences between the means, mean scores are stated

in percentages as well. The difference between the mean

score responses provides the foundation for statistical

analysis.

Mean responses of the total population

The differing proportions of mean response scores

in the categories for the total population reinforced the

hypothesized beliefs that (1) the three treatment groups

will respond with different frequencies in the categories;

(2) boys and. girls in all three treatment groups will differ

in their responses to the poems in category frequency! and

(3) high-level readers will differ from low-level readers

in category frequencies of response to the poems in all

three treatment groups.

The mean response scores for the total population,

shown in Table 3, demonstrate that mean response totals in

four of the categories were 1.00 or more; only the category

of moral judgment had a meager mean response.

18Janet T. Spence, Benton J. Underwood, Carl P. Duncan,
and John U. Cotton, Elementary Statistics, 2d Ed. Clew York:
Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1568), p. 38.
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TABLE 3

MANS, STANDARD DEVIATIONS, AND I'ERCEUTAGFS OP
RESPONSES TO BOTH POEMS IN ALL THREE TREATMENT GROUPS

Category Means S.D.

Personal Association 1,42 2.10

Mcral Judgment .14 .45

Thematic Interpretation 1.51 2.23

Technical Approach 1.04 1.66

Factual Narration 2.122 3.41

Total 6.81

Percentages

20.89

2.02

22.23

15,24

-11.11

100.00

The highest mean frequency of response was 2.7 for

the category of factual narration. Transformed into per-

centages, a mean score of 2.7 means that 39;5 of the total

population of the 192 students who participated in this

study responded by narrating the factual sequence of events

in the poems. One reason for the high narrative content

of the total population's responses may have been the heavy

emphasis on ballad -like narration in the poem, "Recuerdo."

A second reason is that many students indicated that they

had had little experience with poetry in their classrooms

and retelling the "story" seemed the safest method of

approach.
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The percentage of total response frequency in the

category of thematic interpretation was 225. This differed

from the findings reported in Squire's study, which showed

that 425 of those students responded thematically. However,

Squire's study was based on free responses only, and the

students were all of average or above-average reading ability.

If only high-level nondirected readers were considered in

the present study, the mean frequency of response in thematic

interpretation would be 35% in response to "Bulletin," and

255 in response to "Recuerdo." Some typical thematic responses

(attempts to universalize the poem) to "Recuerdo" were:

(1) "The theme is that one should enjoy oneself so
we'll be able to have good memories later on."

(2) "Material things, which the money, apples, pears
symbolize, are not as important as we think."

The third highest mean response (20.95) occurred

in the category of personal involvement. Responses which

concerned the student's preference for a poem or references

to family or friends were coded in this category, such as:

(1) "I like this poem."

(2) "Very interesting."

(3) "I don't like this type of poetry."

(4) "This reminds me of a friend of mine."

Most of the responses coded as technical approach

did not reach a higher level of sophistication than concern

with rhyme or rhythm. Very few students discussed the poems
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in terms of fusion of form and content or use of imagery.

Many of the 150 of total responses coded as technical approach

were statements such as:

(1) "I like the rhythm."

(2) "This should be read aloud."

(3) "A poem should not need an English teacher
to explain it, like this one."

(4) "This doesn't sound like a poem."

The lowest total mean frequency of response (2.022 )

was in the category of moral judgment. The nature of these

prescriptive comments wore often similar to these:

(1) "People should care more about men dying in war."

(2) "They should have treated their mother better."

These statements concerned what should or ought to be, instead

of acceptinc the poem on the poet's terms. Eany of these

responses were irrelevant.

Mean responses to each Doom

A closer look at the response consistency from poem

to poem may be seen in Table 49 which presents the responses

in each category for each poem separately. In this table

there is shown a considerable difference in three of the

response categories for each poem. In response to "Bulletin,"

26% of the responses in all three treatment groups were

coded as personal association; in response to "Recuerdo,"

only 16 % of the responses were coded as personal association.
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In the category of thematic interpretation, a wider gap is

shown in the responses to the two poems with almost 290 of

the responses to "Bulletin" coded as thematic interpretation,

compared to those to "Rccuordo," which totaled 165 in all

three treatment groups. However, the largest contrast between

the responses to the two poems occurred in the factual narra-

tion category. 0.3r 5O of the responses to "Recuerdo" were

coded as factual narration in contrast to the percentage of

290 to "Bulletin." The highest category frequency response

to "Bulletin" was interpretive, whereas the highest category

frequency response to "Recuerdo" was narrative. Those differ-

ences correlate with differences in content and style: "Bulle-

tin" is a more symbolic, condensed poem than the ballad-like,

rhymed poem, "Recuerdo."

TABLE 4

MANS I STA:DA-RD DETLITIOITS AND PERCE:1TAGE
OP TOTAL RESPONSES OP ALL THREE TREATILEIT GROUPS

TO "BULLETIN"

Category Means S.D. Percentage

Personal Association 1.69271 2.40334 25.92

Moral Judgment .13542 .45644 2.07

Thematic Interpretation 1.87500 2.58199 2871

Technical Approach 1.01042 1.62340 15.47

Factual Narration 1.81771 2.53620 27.83
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TABLE 4 (cont'd)

TO "RECUERDOn

Category Means S.D. Percentage

Personal Association 1.15625 1.76186 16.28

Moral Judgment .14063 .46211 1.98

Thematic Interpretation 1.15625 1.81142 16.28

Technical Approach 1.06771 1.70630 15.03

Factual Harration 3.58333 4.11678 50.44

The responses to each poem in the categories of

technical approach and moral judgment were consistent. This

finding agrees with that of previous research which has shown

that the style of a poem does not affect standards and tech

nical e:,:pectations which the student brings with him to his

experience with a poem. Moral judgments, imposed on the poem

by the student's expression of family standards or values

derived from past experienceldid not change from poem to poem.

Differias responses of boys and Eiris_

The hypothesis that boys will differ from girls in

their responses to poetry was borne out, as illustrated

in Table 5:
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TABLE 5

MEAN FREQUENCIES OP RESPOrSE FOR BOYS AND GIRLS
TO "BULLETIN" AND "RECUERDO"

"BULLETIN" "RECUERDO" BOTH POEMS
Category Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls

Personal 1.5729 1.8125 1.0000 1.3125 1.2864 1.5625

24.04 27.79 14.14 18.39 18.90 22.88

Moral .0625 .2083 .1042 .1771 .0833 .1927

9.55 3.19 1.47 2.48 5.51 2.82

Thematic 1.9375 1.8125 1.0521 1.2604 1.4948 1.5354

55 29.62 27.79 14.87 17.66 21.96 22.50

Technical 1.02uo 1.0000 1.2292 .90b5 1.150 .9551

15.60 15.34 17.38 12.70 16.53 13.96

Factual 1.9479 1.6875 3.6875 3.4792 2.8177 2.5833

29.73 25.88 52.13 48.76 41.39 37.83

Total 6.5416 6.5208 7.0730 7.1355 6.8073 6.8281

The content and style of the poems seem to be the

variables which caused a difference between boys' and girls'

responses. The responses of boys and girls to "Bulletin"

differed substantially in the category of moral judgment.

Of boys' responses to "Bulletin," 9.5;5 were given in the
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moral judgement category compared to 30 for girls. Since

these responses were evidently based on student belief that

this poem was about war or the destruction of the world,

there is reason to believe that boys would be more affected

than girls. Girls responded with more moral judgments than

boys to the poem, "Recuerdo." The treatment accorded each

group also seemed to be a factor, since the highest frequency

of response in moral judgments came from the cognitively-

directed boys.

There was more similarity in the responses of boys

and girls in the other categories, although differences did

exist. Girls responded with higher frequency to both poems

in the category of pers2onal asnciation: Boys respondod

with a higher frequency in the category of thematic inter-

pretation to "Bulletin" and Girls to "Recuerdo." And boys

had a higher frequency of mean responses to both poems in

both the categories of technical approach and factual

narration.

!lean responses and roadie level

High-level readers responded more articulately, in

general, to both poems than did low-level readers. The

high-level readers achieved a total mean response which was

higher in four of the five categories used in this study.

The only category in which low-level readers responded more

frequently was in that of factual narration as shown below

in Table 6.



MEAN FREQUENCIES OP RESPONSE
OF EIGH- AHD LOW-LEVEL READERS TO BOTH POEMS

BU J. a tu C 0 211
au;

Category H.L. L.L. II. L. L.L. II.L. L.L.

Personal 2.1458 1.2396 1,2813 1.0313 1.7135 1.1354.

30.88 20.66 16.28 16.04 23.09 18.27

Moral .2396 .0313 .1250 .1563 .1823 .0938

a 3.39 .52 1.59 2,43 2.46 1.51

Thematic 2.2500 1.5000 1.5208 .7917 1.8854 1.1458

% 31.66 25.00 19.32. 12.32 25.40 18.44

Technical 1.2083 .8125 1.2917 .8438 1.2500 .8281

96 17.11 13.54 16.41 13.13 16.84 13.33

Factual 1.2188 2.4167 3.5625 3.6042 2.3901 3.0104

17.26 40.28 45.26 56.07 32.21 48.45

Total 7.0625 6.0001 7.8713 6.4273 7.4219 6.2137

Mean rcsnonscs of hir,h-level readers

Eigh-level readers had the highest frequency of

rc-nonse (32%) in the factual narration category. However,

most of the responses coded as factual narration were given

in response to "Recuerdo.H For "Bulletin," the highest
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frequaacy of response from high-level readers came in the

category of thematic interpretation.

An over-all view of high-level reader response to

both poems shows personal involvement to be the third most

frequent category. The fewest responses of high-level

readers came in the category of moral judgment.

Low-level readers

The frequency of responses for low-level readers

was different from that of high-level readers. Almost half

(L.3) of the low-level readers' responses were made in the

factual narration category. The categories of thematic inter-

pretation and personal involvement received about 18% frequency

each. Responses discussing technical aspects of the poetry

amounted to 13%. The lowest frequency of response for low-

level readers was in the category of moral judgment.

The large number of resnonses made by high-level

readers generally seemed to result from the high-level read-

ers' ability to articulate their reactions more easily than

low-level readers. During the interviews, the investigator

noticed that low-level readers were much more hesitant about

verbalizing their responses for fear of ;akin;; a mistake.

Mem= resnonsca for treatment asnal

In the next table, Table 7, results of the differing

instructional methods with low-level readers are presented.
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One finding noted is that low-level readers tended to respond

more frequently in all the categories when nondirected. In

the category of personal association, however, affective

direction made the greatest difference in the responses of

low-level readers, who responded more frequently than either

of the other two treatment groups in this category. Affective

direction also increased low-level readers' responses in the

category of thematic interpretation, almost matching the mean

frequency of high-level readers in that category. For example,

the mean for low-level readers was .90; for high-level readers

it was .96. Evidently, low-level readers responded better

to affective direction than high-level readers. Moreover,

low-level readers, when cognitively directed. had half the

thematic interpretation responses of the low-level readers

who were effectively directed.

In the moral judgment category, low-level readers

who were cognitively directed had the lowest mean frequency.

The most frequent moral judgment responses of low-level

readers were in the nondirected treatment Group. This agreps

with the findings of Loban and Squire, who also found hi4J1

mean frequencies of moral judgments in undirected groups of

readers. However, high-level readers responded most often

in this category when cognitively directed. Evidently, the

treatment method seems to function differently with students
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of differing reading abilities in respect to responses in

this category.

In the category of thematic interpretation, low-

level readers responded most often when in the nondirected

treatment group. High-level readers responded most often

in this category when in the cognitively-directed group.

Both high- and low-level readers had a low mean frequency

in the thematic interpretation category when affectively

directed. As assumed, affective direction does not generate

analytic responses.

In the technical approach category, both high- and

low-level readers responded most often when cognitively

directed, and least frequently when affcctively directed.

As technical approach is an analytic type of response, it

was expected that the frequency of responses in this cate-

gory would be raised when cocnitive direction was given.
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TABLE 7

VIPAIT 1{RDZILT2ICIM OP P.F13I'ONSE TO BOTH POEMS:
511132,ATIZIT CaOUPS BY READING LINIff_i

.40=11.VM.

55

Reacting "BULL:32IN"
Levels Cog. Aff. II.D.

"RECULUDO"
Cot;. Aff. II.D.

BOTN I0B11:3
Cog. Aff. 1.D.

PP la Arnociation
1.7813 2.5000 2.1563 1.1563 1.4063 1.2813 1.4688 1.9532 1.7 KC

Low .7188 1.848 1.1563 .7313 1.5000 .P.)125 .7500 1.6 719 .t)O44

!loyal Jud'Inent

Ilic;h 04063 .2613 .0313 .3125 0.0000 .0625 3594 .1407 .0469

Low 0.0000 0.0000 .0933 0.0000 .0625 .4063 .0000 .0313 .2500

Thematic Interpretat ion
Eich 3.1250 .9063 2.7133 1.9375 1.0313 1.5933 2.5313 .9638 2.1563

Low 1.8750 1.1250 1.5000 .5313 .6375 1.1563 1.2032 .9053 14282
Technical Approach

1'103 1.6563 5625 1.4063 1.5625 1.2500 1.0625 1.6094 .9063 1.23 A-4

Low .7313 .3750 1.2F13 1.2313 r. irI)00 .5000 1.0313 r. e-
(..

Pacts al NarTation

H3 r. 1.093e 1.50D0 1.0625 ,000 2.8438 3.8638 2.5469 2.1719 2.4 L;;;Y?.

Low 2.7185 2.2X)041 2.2813 3.6875 301175 3.9375 3.2032 2.7168 3.1,594
1.01.

11101 8.0627 5.7501 7.3752 8.9668 6.5314 7.3439 8.5158 6.1409

...
7.6096

. .

Low 6.0939 5.5933 6.3127 6.2814 6.1675 6.8126 6.1877 5.8903 6.5627
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In the category of personal association (shown

above), the hichest mean frequency of response in both high-

and low-level readers was evoked by affective direction.

The lowest mean frequency of response cane from cocnitively-

directed low-level readers. Although the affectively-

directed high-level readers also-had a higher mean frequency

in the personal association category than the other two

treatment Groups of high -level readers, the contrast was

not as sharp as it was for low-level readers.

Affective direction seemed to aid the low-level

readers by increasing their ability to articulate their

responses. Consequently, affectively-directed low-level

tenders had almost doable the mean response frequency of

the other two treatment croups of low-level readers.

A detailed examination of the different mean response

frequencies to both poems in the different treatment groups

in each of the categories is illustrated in Table C.
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TABLE 8

MAN FREQUENCIES OF RESPONSE
BY TREATMUT GROUPS TO BOTH POEMS

Category
"IJULL,TIN'

Cog. Aff. N.D. Cog.
"R

Aff. .D.
BOTH POZIS

Cog. Aff. N.D.

Personal 1.2500 2.1719 1.6563 .9683 1.4531 1.0469 1.1094 1.6125 1.3516

17.66 38.29 24.20 12.70 22.85 14.28 15.09 30.13 19.07

Moral .2031 .1406 .0625 .1563 .0313 .2344 .1797 .0859 .1404

% 2.87 2.48 .91 2.05 .49 3.20 2.44 1.43 2.09

Thematic 2.5000 1.0156 2.1094 1.2344 .8594 1.3750 1.8672 .9375 1.7422

35.32 17.90 30.82 16.19 13.51 18.76 25.40 15.58 24.59

Technical 1.2188 .4688 1.3438 1.4219 1.0000 .7813 1.3203 .7344 1.0525

17.22 8.26 19.63 18.65 15.72 10.66 17.96 12.21 14.99

Factual 1.9063 1.8750 1.6719 3.8438 3.0156 3.8906 2.8750 2.4453 2.7'22

26.93 33.06 24.43 50.41 47.42 53.09 39.11 40.65 39.25

202AL 7.0782 5.6719 6.E439 7.6252 6.3594 7.3282 7.3517 6.0156 7.0C

The affectively-directed treatment mouT)

Both high- and low-level affectively-directed readers

responded in the category of personal involvement 308 of the

time. This was approximately double the frequency of the other

two groups.
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Tho affectively-directed group responded least

often in the category of moral judgment. Only 1% of the

total responses were meant to pass judgment on the poem or

the author's view of life. There is evidently a relation-

ship between high frequency of personal involvement responses

and low frequency of moral judgments.

In the category of thematic interpretation, the

responses of the affectively-directed group totaled 1%.

This was a significantly low response frequency in this

category compared to the other two treatment groups, As

thematic interpretation is a cognitive mode of thinking,

the affectively-directed group's response was not expected

to be high in that category.

The mean total score for the affectively-directed

group in the category of technical approach was even lower

(120. This is a category of response which requires an

analytic pattern of thought. The affectively- directed

directions did not stimulate thinking along those lines.

The largest mean frequency for all three treatment

groups came in the factual narration category. However,

the affeetively-directed student ' rosponzes to each poem

differed considerably in this category. The affoctively-

directed group responded with factual narration 33% of the

time to the poem, "Bulletin," which has minute narrative

content; whereas, to "Recuerdo," the responses totaled 4V.
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The comitive17-dirocted treatment T,roun

The cognitively-directed. group responded with a

high over-all mean frequency in the factual narration cate-

gory; yet an analysis of the responses reveals that the

mean response frequency for "Recuerdo" was almost twice

the mean response frequency for "Bulletin." Because the

narrative content of "Recuerdo" is larger than that of

"Bulletin," the responses seem to reflect those proportions.

When the cognitively-directed group's responses to each

poem are more closely examined, it appears that the cognitive

method lowered the response to "Bulletin" in the category

of factual narration while raising the thematic interpreta-

tion response to 35;.g. A comparison of the cognitively-

directed group with the other two groups reveals that the

cognitively-directed group had the highest frequency in

the category of thematic interpretation.

The nondirectcd troatnent rroun

In the category of thematic interpretation, the

nondirected Group had almst as high a frequency as the

cor2itive Group; the co:2itive grou-) had a 25.5:; frequency,

and the nondirected group bad a 24.5:5 frequency. Yet no

cognitive influence was evident in the nondirected treatment

group's responses in the technical approach category; they

responded as infrequently in this category AS did the

affectively-directed group.
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The method of direction pri,or to the readinc of

the poems affected three of the five categories most:

personal association, thematic interpretation, and technical

approach.

C=unzrosnonseq91difforinq co:: and readily. level

Different responses wore found between hick- and

Irv-level boys and girls to each poem in the categories.

These differences are shown in Table 9.

TABLE 9

tr--111: 17117Quazarz OP Ezzron.-;F. To BOIT 113-211/ :
SEX BY RI:07:Z LEZEL

"rULLLTEV:

Rcadam!: Level
Category Co x aL;12 Lou

11-17W:1".11

Readin3. Love
laL;h Lou

BOT.:3 LE3

attinC; 14 ye
lac,11 Low

Personal II 1.7033 1.4375 .9375 1.0325 1.3229 1.21-30
2.5S33 1.0417 1.G2f,0 1.0000 2.1042 1.020)

Eoral h .0325 .025 .0203 .1875 .0417 .1250
1? .4167 0.0000 .2292 .1250 Z230 .0525

Thematic II 2.6557 1.20G3 1.G1:53 .4523 2.15r,3 .3333
3 1.053 1.7917 1.39:3 1.1250 1.G145 1.4524

Technical .60!:2 1.7125 1.1I:53 1.3750 .:':750
2 .9792 1.0203 1.2702 .5417 1.1250 .7Z)13

Factual II .3333 3.C625 3.3953 3.9732 2.1146 3.5209
P 1.6042 1.7703 3.7292 3.2292 2.G668 2.5000

Total II

x

6.7083 6.3750 7.3124 G.C333 7.0105
7.4167 5.6250 8.2500 6.0209 7.8336

6.6042
5.C231
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Male high-level readers responded to both poems with

half the frequency in the category of personal association

as compared with female high-level readers. But both male

and female low-level readers responded similarly to both

poems in this category. The reason for the low frequency

of responses from boys of high reading level in the personal

association category may be related to the fact that they

had a high frequency of response in the category of thematic

interpretation. The frequency of interpretive responses for

male high-level readers was almost double that of female

high-level readers, for the poem, "Bulletin," for example,

and the reverse situation was true in the personal associa-

tion category. The relationship of correlated category

responses will be discussed in the next section.

In the technical approach category, male high -level

readers responded with the same mean score (1.3) that they

achieved for personal association. Female high-level readers,

in the category of technical approach, responded with half

the frequency which they gave in the personal association

category.

Factual narration responses were high for both male

and female high-level readers to both poems, but a close

look at the mean scores for each poem separately reveals

that most of the responses constituting the high score in
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factual narrations were made in response to the poem,

"Recuerdo." For example, male high-level readers responded

three times as often to "Bulletin" in the category of

thematic interpretation, as they did in the category of

factual narration.

The fewest responses for high-level readers were

in the moral judg:3nt category. High-level male readers

responded less in this category than did any other group,

with a mean score of .04.

Low-level readers

A comparison of male and female low-level readers

in Table 9 shows that low-level readers who are male tend

to respond more frequently than females in all eategarias

but one, that of thematic interpretation. Female readers

responded to both poems with a high mean frequency in the

thematic interpretation category.

Regarding the responses to each poem, however,

responses varied considerably in the categories of thematic

interpretation and technical approach for male and female

readers. In the category of thematic itterpretation, female

low-level readers responded with a consistently high fre-

quency but male low-level readers responded more frequently

in this category to the poem, "Bulletin" than to "Recuerdo."

In the category of technical approach, female low-level

readers responded most frequently to "Bulletin." Thus sex
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difference seems to affect the low-level readers considerably

in these two categories.

Both male and female low-level readers resnonded

most often in the category of factual narration by retellin

the "story" of the poems. When there was little narrative

content, the low-level readers found it necessary to invent

a story. For example, one female low reading leve3 student

said about "Bulletin":

Sounds like a person is lonely. She or he comes
to a point not to really nake sense. EverythilKI
just seemed to look the same to her. Everythip-
is dead.

Another low reading level response from a boy was:

That's about a radio that peonle who ,:ot lost
were trying io maize co tact with_ They're
beginnin to r.-,et a little connection and
they're trrir; to make out what .che words ace.

Of the three treatment (7:soups, sinilar mean frequencies

in the categories occurred in the nondirectca group, as shown

in Ta)le 10. :'.ovever, each treatment croup responaod with

special charac.ceristics, as shown in the following table.
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TABLE 10

MEAN PREQUETC.IF.3 OF RIZPO:TSE TO OTII POED1S:
TREI"tr.alE:IT GROUP3 BY SEX

Category Cog. N.D. Cog.
RIbbEP.D0
-Aff. N.D.

MTH POMS
Cog. Aff.Aff.

Personal

M .6250

P 1.8750

2.5938

1.7500

1.5000

1.8125

.8750

1.0625

1.4053

1.5000

.7188

1.3750

.7500

1.4688

2.0000

1.6250

1.1094

1.5936

1111=.

Moral

11 .0313 .0625 .0938 0.0000 .0625 .2500 .0156 .0625 .1719

P .3750 .2188 .0313 .3125 0.0000 .2188 .3438 .1094 .1250

Thematic

tI 2.8750 .8125 2.1250 1.3438 1.0000 .8125 2.1094 .9063 1.4638

P 2.1250 1.2188 2.0938 1.1250 .7185. 1.9375 1.6250 .96& 2.0157

Tochnical

I 1.4063 .5000 1.1563 1.6e75 1.0625 .9375 1.5469 .7813 1.04s9

1.0313 .4375 1.5313 1.1563 .9375 .6250 1.0938 .6675 1.07[2

Factual

0././

1.8125 2.0625 1.9688 3.6250 3.0625 4.3750 2.7188 2.5525 3.1719

F 2.0300 1.6875 1.3750 4.0625 2.9608 3.4063 3.0313 2.3282 2.3907

TOTAL

.11.11.1114.=gily..0111My.1111/1

M 6.7501 6.0313 6.8439 7.5313 6.5938 7.0938 7.1407 6.3126 6.9639

F 7.4063 5.3126 6.8439 7.7188 6.1251 7.5626 7.5627 5.7169 7.204
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Treatment croup and SOX differences

The comitively-directed group. -- Both male and

female readers responded most often in three categories:

thematic interpretation, technical approach, and factual

narration. Hale readers, in particular, responded with the

least frequency in the categories of personal association

and moral judgment. Yet when cosnitively directed, both

male and female readers responded with triple the number

of moral judgments that they expressed when in the other

two Groups.

On the whole, male readers seemed to be more affected

by the cognitive type of direction than female readers. When

affentively direntnd: boys resnonded less often in the nntn-

gory of thematic interpretation; when cognitively directed,

boys responded with twice as many thematic statements as

did girls, but made half as many personal association responses.

The afroctiral'i-air3etedf.roun. -- The following

table demonstrates that male and female readers who were affec-

tively directed responded most frequently by makinz; statements

in the personal association category.

Hale readers who were affectively directed responded

with the highest frequencies in two categories: personal

association and factual narration. These two categories had

differed in total response frequencies by demonstrating a

generally high male factual response and a low personal
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association response. However, affective direction lowered

the technical approach responses of boys.

Female readers who were effectively directed responded

more often in the categories of factual narration and of

personal association, indicating very little difference be-

tween responses of boys and girls when effectively directed.

The nondirected (-noun. Uondirected boys responded

mainly in the catecories of thematic interpretation and factual

narration, showing frequencies akin to those of the cognitively-

directed group. However, the nondirected group of students

also responded with a high frequency in the category of perso-

nal association, which the cognitive group did not produce.

In the technical approach category, nondirected boys rnfTnnapq.

almost as frequently as the colitively-directed boys. Non-

directed Girls responded frequently in all categories except

moral judgment.

The ranges of response for boys and Girls who were

nondirected were consistently more widespread and less concen-

trated than were those of the directed treatment groups.

rer:n frenoncior; reonnco in onch cat L:cla
oa: sex, and ractias level

The responses of high- and low-level boys and girls

are shown in Table 11 according to the frequency of response

in each category for all three treatment groups. These responses

will be discussed according to category frequency:
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7.ABLE 13.

IIEL11 PTUYZIKILTOTIT) OP IMPO:SE FOP, T".CH
MEW:LULL:a CHOU: SEX EY RaIDING LL'Irra,

67

".17:UT=1171" "P---'0ULaDO" J.. 44a)101.

CateGory Sex L.L. Ii.L . L.L. II.L.

Personal
(Coy,. )

(Aff. )

',"1.D. )

I (oral
(Cog. )

(Aff. )

(_1.D.)

r-nlc:natic
(Co.)3

Technical
( Coco )

(Aft'.)

(T

11

P

II
P

Il
1?

.G375
2.87fio

2,6375
2.3125

1.7500
2 r3C;25

.5625

.C750

2.5000
1.1875

1.2500
1.0525

.8750
1.4375

1.0525
1.7500

.0750
1.6L:75

.8750

.6375

1.7500
1.2500

.5625
1.0325

.7812
2.1552

1.8750
2.0312

1.3122.12505

.71E7

.7332

2.1250
1.2137

.9032
1.6'-`5

II .0525 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 .0312 0.0::}0
P .7500 0.0000 .6250 0.0000 .G1173 0.G030

1.1 .1250 0.0000 0.0000 .1250 .0525 .0r)25
P .4375 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 .210i 0.0000

1.1 0.0000 .1875 .0525 .4375 0312 .3125
3? .0625 0.000D .0625 ..'3750 .0625 .1C-75

E 4.1875 1..5525 2,2500 ":".7-.75 3.2107 1.0000
P 2.0325 2.1875 1.6250 0:- ,,,k/ 1.04,7 1.4032

.S.250 1.0r.r0 1.;,375 1,0312 .70.12
1.1U/5 .6250 .3125 .V,X72 1.0512

.71(87
a..- :700 1.9375 1.9375 1.9375 2.0937 1.9375

malmOmil="411..-11.

l 2.1250 .6875 1.9375 1.4375 2.0312 1..025
nx 1.1875 'it-00 ,) 10175 1.1250 1.1075 1.0000

U .6375
41:4N3

1.0525 1.0625 .8750 .6375
P .4375 1.4575 .4375 .9375 .4375

II 1.5000 .r3.25 .9375 .9375 1.2107 .8750
F 1.312: 1.7500 1.1CY5 .0525 1.2500 .9062

J'9
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TATIT.T: 11 (cont'd)

Category Sex
"BULLETIII"

H.L. L.L.
"RECIII2DO"

H.L. L.L.
BOTH POMS

Ii.T . L.L.

Factual
(Cog.) II .4375 3.1875 3.6250 3.6250 2.0312 3.4062

F 1.7500 2.2500 4.3750 3.7500 3.0625 3.0000

(Aff.) N 1.5000 2.6250 2.9375 3.1875 2.2167 2.5032
F 1.5000 1.6750 2.7500 3.1675 2.1250 2.5312

(1T.D.) M .5625 3.3750 3.6250 5.1250 2.0937 4.2500
F 1.5625 1.1075 4.0625 2.7500 2.6125 1.9637

TOTAL
(Cog.) N 7.5000 6.0000 8.6675 6.3750 8.0935 6.1374

F 8.6250 6.1075 9.2500 6.1675 0.9374 6.1374

(Aff.) N 5.6250 6.4375 6.5000 6.6875 6.0524 5.5624
F 5.6750 4.7500 6.0000 5.6675 6.2166 5.2106

(1T.D.) kI 7.0000 6.6875 6.7500 7.4375 6.8748 7.0624
F 7.7500 5.9375 8.9375 6.1875 8.3437 6.0624

a:Tociation. The most frequent responses

in the personal association category we :a made by the affectively-

directed group. Reading level did not make much of a difference

in that both high- and low-level readers who were effectively

directed responded more often with personal associations than

did any of the other two groups. The widest Gap in personal

association responses occurred between the low reading level

boys who were cognitively directed (.71), and those who were

effectively directed (2.12). Uhen the affective method of

so
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direction was used, there was a significant increase in

the frequency of personal response in boys of low reading

ability.

Both the affectively-directed and the nondirected

girls of low reading ability responded with high mean fre-

quencies in the category of personal association. High-

level female readers also responded frequently in this

category. Boys seemed to need more direction than girls

in order to generate personal responses, since boys' re-

sponses varied more depending on the treatment group they

were in. Boys had frequent personal responses when effec-

tively directed, but not when coGnitively directed.

Females in the nondirected treatment group had high

frequencies in the personal association category. The only

female group that did not respond as frequently in the per-

sonal association catecory as the other groups was the

coLpitively-direeted female readers of low reading

Cod iitively-directed males also responded least frequently

in this category, whether they were of high or low reading

levels. Milo response in the personal association category

was high in both the aXfcctively-directed and the nondirected

treatment groups. Cocnitive direction of males with high

reading ability seemed to decrease personal comments about

the literature they read.
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Moral Oudrment. -- The responses in this category

were infrequent in all three treatment groups. The most

frequent response in this category, however, was made by

the nondirected Group, specifically by males of low reading

ability. Girls had the most frequent responses in moral

judgments when they were cognitively directed. Squire also

found that readers of low reading ability, both boys and

girls, made the largest number of moral judgments. 19

Thematic interpretation. -- The highest mean

frequency for responsee in this category was made by the

cognitively-directed group, closely followed by the non-

directed group. Male high-level readers who were cogni-

tively direated rnnpnrdod with triple the frevency of eily

other treatment group in this category. Nondirected males

also responded frequently in the category of thematic inter-

pretation (2.2). The nondirected high reading level males

responded least frequently in this category.

Girls of above-average reading ability responded

most with internretive statements when in the nondirected

treatment group. Only a small number o2 resnonses were made .

in this catego ry by the effectively-directed group. For

both male and female readers of above-average reading ability,

cognitive direction and nondirection achieved similar results

in the category of thematic interpretation.

19
Squire, Resnonsen of Adolescents, p. 134.
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For male readers of below-average ability, the most

frequent responses were made in the category of thematic

interpretation by the cognitively-directed croup. However,

female readers of below-average reading ability responded

most in this category when not directed. The affectively-

directed croup of female readers of below-average reading

ability responded the least in this category.

Generally, it appears that cognitively-directed

groups of both high and low reading ability will respond

more frequently in cognitively-based categories of response

than affectively-directed or nondirected groups. But it is

interesting to note that the boys in this nondirected treat-

ment croup responded almost as frequently in this cognitively-

based category, and that girls of both high and low reading

ability made slightly better scores.

Technical annroach. -- The most frequent responses

in the coGnitively-based cateGory of technical approach were

made by the male high-level readers who were either cogni-

tively directed or nondirected. The only Group in which

male high-level readers responded poorly was that which was

affectively directed (.87). Fale readers of below-average

ability were Generally less articulate in this category in

all treatment groups, but the cognitively-directed Group

had a higher mean frequency response than the affectivoly-

directed male high-level readers. The method of direction
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was an important factor in this category; cognitively-

directed readers of both high and low ability achieved

the highest total mean frequencies, the nondirected Group

was next highest, and the affectively-directed Group was

lowest.

Tactual narration. -- The highest proportion of

responses in the category of factual narration was made

by low-level male readers who were nondirected. The second

highest mean frequency recorded came from cognitively-

directed males of below-average reading ability. As a high

score in this category is Generally considered undesirable,

the treatment Group with the lowest frequencies is preferred.

The affective treatment seemed. to decrease the frequency of

narrative responses for male low-level readers.

Female low-level readers differed from the male low-

level readers in that the least narrative response occurred

in the nondirected troatmont croup. Also, nondirected

female low-level readers made the most frequent responses

in the category of thematic interpretation. A substantially

higher number of narrative responees were made by cognitively-

directed females. Since differences between mean scores are

considered substantial only when they differ .35 or more,

the frequency range of responses in the category of factual

narration is not wide enough to evaluate differences between

the three treatment groups.
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Summary

The findings concerning mean frequency of response

discussed in this chapter reveal that there were differences

between the responses of boys and girls of differing reading

ability when different directive methods were used. Affec-

tive direction resulted in a total resnonso in the category

of personal association which was almost double that of the

other two groups, and lower narrative responses. Boys, in

particular, gave substantially more responses in personal

association when they were effectively directed than when

cognitively directed.

The total response of the cognitively-directed group

in the category of thematic interpretation war more than

twice the mean frequency of the effectively-directed group;

whereas, affective direction resulted in fewer moral judgments

and more personal association responses. Eowever, moral

judgments in all three treatment croups were meager. Either

the content of the poems did not lend itself to this type

of statement, or the students' resnonses reflect the lack

of emphasis on moral values in today's culture. It is pos-

sible that the focusing of attention on analytic aspects

of the poems inhibited subjective responses.

The nondirected group had the moot evenly distributed

mean response frequencies in the categories. Responses were

proportionately higher in all the categories in this croup,
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especially for low-level readers. There was also a substantial

difference in frequency of responses between boys and Girls

in this treatment group. In the category of factual narration,

low-level male readers responded with twice the frequency

of low-level females.

Responses in the category of factual narration were

high in all the groups. A closer analysis of the narrative

responses showed that they were Given in response to "Recuerdo"

more frequently than to "Bulletin." One reason for this

finding may be that "Recuerdo" is a ballad-like poem with

high narrative content. Another reason for the high frequency

in factual narration was noted during the pilot study, when

all the students were responding to the poems without prior

instructions. Many students expressed confucion about where

to begin their discussion of the poem, and chose to rely on

the factual material as the safest method of approach.

Another reason for the frequency of narrative response may

have been the literary genre, as most of the students said

that they had had very little experience with poetry in the

classroom. Thus, a leek of experience may also have resulted

in the need to resort to retelling the "story."

Reading level differences resulted in significantly

different responses in the category of technical approach

between the affective and the cognitive Group. High-level

readers who were cognitively directed responded with twice
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the frequency of affectively-directed high-level readers in

the technical approach category, as well as with significantly

higher mean frequencies than low-level readers in all the

groups. Cognitively-directed high-level readers also responded

significantly higher in the category of thematic interpretation

than low-level readers in any of the other groups. Low-level

readers generally .eosponded more often to the poems in the

category of factual narration. However, when low-level male

readers were affectively directed, they responded in the cate-

gory of personal association with triple the frequency of

other low-level male readers who were cognitively directed.

Eondirected low-level readers had more frequent responses in

all the categories, regardless of sox.

The only interesting finding concerning differences

in responses of boys and girls was that boys' responses varied

more than girls in the treatment groups. Affective direcUon

increased personal association responf= of boys; whereas,

cognitive direction resulted in significantly low mean xsespones

in that category. Cognitive direction also resulted in a

significantly higher mean frequency of response in moral jud:;-

ments and thematic interpretation for boys in the coc,nitive

group than in the affective croup. The correlations of response

among treatment groups and the interactions of the combined

variables are discussed in the next section.
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MULTIVARIATE 117D UITIVRIATE AUALYSES
OF RESPOMM FINDIGS

Tests of hypotheses

The examination of the differing mean frequencies

in the categories for all three treatment groups substantiated

the hypothesis that boys and girls of varying reading abilities

would respond dif_erently to the poems when differing prelimi-

nary instructions were given. Precisely how the responses

in the categories correlated in each treatment group was ex-

plored next in order to determine whether two categories varied

together in a positive or negative way. ribis information about

correlations between categories completed all the aspects of

the responses in terms of interactions of the variables.

Correlations of ca4le-ories of m3nonse

The Pearson Product oment Correlation Coefficient

was calculated to determine the linear relationship between

sets of variables taken two at a tine. If the correlation

coefficient was positive, this meant that the two categories

wore varying, toethe,? in a positive fashion, responses

one cate:ory increased con.ds'ce.atly with resnonses in

another category. I negative correlation would indicate

that as frequency of response increased in one category,

frequency of responses would consistently decrease in another

category. Thus high frequencies of one variable are related

to low frequencies of a second variable, and low frequencies
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in the first are related to high frequencies in the second.

A zero or near zero correlation would indicate that the two

variables do not vary in any systematic way, or that the

relationship is non-linear. Because of conventional use,

the .05 level was chosen as a basis for declaring a correla-

tion coefficient as significant, And a correlation coeffi-

cient at the .01 level as highly significant.20 Many of

the correlations in this study are signifiednt at the .01

level, some of them indicating a negative relationship.

(A minus sign next to a correlation indicates a negative

correlation in the following tables.)

20Information about the Pearson Product Morcnt
Correlation Coefficient rind fornulaz for obtainin r at
the .05 level of nisnificance and .01 level of siznificance
was secured froo Intro0.1,ction to LVcatistinal Allalyri32 3rd
Ed., lalfred J. DI-:ca (6717175A71..:n:-.0y, Jr., ;:Ja.5. (university
of California: McCraw-Ull, 1939).
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TABLE 12A

CORRELATIONS AMONG CATEGORIES OF RESPONSE TO
"BULLETIN" FOR ALL THREE ThEA.THENT GROUPS (N=192)

Category
Personal

Association
Moral
Judgment

Thematic
Interpretation

Technical
Approach

Moral
Judgment .3081**

Thematic
Interpretation -.1898* -.0185

Technical
Approach .0543 -.1436 .2477**

Factual
Narration -.2084** -.1842 -.3805** -.2124**

* Significant at .05 level, r = .14621
** Significant at .01 level, r = ± .194

As shown in Table 12A, there is a highly significant

correlation between personal association and moral judgment

in the responses to "Bulletin." When factual narration responses

were frequent, personal association and thematic interpretation

were significantly infrequent, and vice versa. This correlation

does not exist at any significant level for the responses to

"Recuerdo" shown in Table 12B.

anym., p. 569.
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TABLE 123

CORRFLATIO7S ANO7G CATEGORIES OF RE2FOUSE TO
"RECUERDO" FOR ALL TIMES TREATILITIT GROUPG (17.192)

Category
Personal
Association

floral
Judgment

Thematic
Interpretation

Technical
Approach

floral
Judcment

Thematic
Interpretation

Technical
Approach

Factual
Narration,

-.0511

.0073

.1885*

-. 2494* *

-.0603

-.1423

.2471**

.0897

-.3300** -.1705*

* Sicnificant at .05 level, r ± .145
** Significant at .01 level, r a ± .194

The two poems differed in technical approach corrcla-
,

tions as well. Technical approach correlated with thematic

interpretation at a high level of siGnificance in response to

"Bulletin"; but for "Recuerdo," technical approach correlated

si;_:nificantly only with personal associdtion.

Correlations which were similar in the catosorics of

response to both poems were that factual narration had a sig-

nificant negative correlation with personal association,

thenatic interpretation and technical approach. Moral judg-

noni; correlated negatively with technical approach in both



the categories of response correlation tables at a level

of significance which barely reached the .05 level of sig-

nificance. This last findinc;, together with the positive

correlation of personal association and technical approach

in the responses to both poems, agrees with Squiro's finding

that personal involvement leads to technical analysis of

13terary worts.
22

Some diffcring correlations were reported

in each individual treatment group. Tables 13A and 13D

demonstrate that the cor:ipitivo treatment croup had a positive

correlation in response to "Dulletin" and "Eecuord.o" between

the categories of thenatic interpretation and technical

approach at the significance level of .05.

TA1.0 .13A
C0.1.1.331017.0.M.3 A1.10'7G a.. '

CA'2"iri02:1213 l'0

c0 G nEC T.ED GROUP 20 " BULLET:I Kr" )

11WIIMIimr.

80

Cat :pry
emonal
A coci j.

E3ra1
Judgmen-b

Thematic
inte1 :rett3.:5.on

r.,1

Judgment .5969**

Thematic
Interpretation -.0354 -.1243

Technical
Approach -.0503 -.1763 .2957*

Factual
Harration -.1591 -.1668 -.55C7** 7ns.7.,)**

Siglificant at the .05 level, rat .250
** Significant at the .01 level, r = ± .325

"'Squire Per.nonrc-, of 4dolescens p. 167..I.IIIMO.111.104.
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TABLE 133

CORRELATIONS ArIONG RI:SPOUSE CATEGORIES FOR THE
COGIUTIVELY-DIRECTO) GROUP TO "RECUZiDO" (11=64)

Category
Personal

Association
Moral

Judrment
Thematic

Interpretation
Technical
Approach

Moral-
JudGment .1202

Thematic
Interpretation .0350 .0311

Tenhnical
Approach -.0099 -.2107 .3406*

Factual
Narration -.0559 .2525* -.2076 -.2995*

.1111=1..01.1.

* Sicnificant at the .05 level, r ± .250
** SiFliricant at the .01 level, r = t

The responses of the coE;nitive croup to both poems wore sinil=

in having ne7,ative correlations between technical approach and

moral judruent; factual narration and personal association;

factual narration and thematic interpretation; and factual

narration and technical approach. The no-ative correlation

to both poems for the col-pitive croup's- responses was sicnifi-

cant at the .05 level in the cate(mries of factual narration

and technical approach.

vV
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Two diffL.ring sets of correlations were given by

the cognitive group in response to each poem separately.

In response to "Bulletin" there was a highly significant

(.01) correlation between moral judgment and personal asso-

ciation, whereas the correlation of these categories was

not at all significant in response to "Recuerdo." Moral

judgment correlated positively with factual narration at

the .05 level of significance in the responses to "Recuerdo,"

but to "Bulletin," there was a negative correlation.

The effectively-directed (7oup gave thematic

interpretation-technical approach response correlations

opposite to those reported by the cognitive group. Tables

14A and 14B show that there is a nemtive correlation be-

tween thematic interpretation and technical approach when

students are effectively directed, which is significant.;

at the .05 level in the response correlation to "Bulletin."

94
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TABLE VIA

CORRELATIOVS AIIIG CATEGORIES OF RESTOIME TO
"BULLETIIi" FOR TIM. AFFECTIVELY-DIRECTED GROUP (11.64)

Personal Floral Thematic Technical
Catecory Association Jucic:ment Interpretation Approach

lloral
Judcment .1653

Thematic
Interpretation -.3352** .1390

Technical
Approach .2172 -.0672 -.2702*

Factual
Narration -.1644 -.3994" -.1569 -.1763

* Sif;nificant at .05 level, r = ± .250
** Sicnificant at .01 level, r = .325

TABLE 1433

COREELATICPS A10:1G CATEGORIES OF RE31.:0'.33E TO
"RECUERBO" FCli 121TE Api''ECTIV ELY-DIRECTED GROUP (II=64)

Category
Personal
Association

Moral
Jud;:ment

Thematic
Interpretation

Technical
ioproach

floral
JudGment

Thematic
Interpretation
Technical
Approach

Factual
Narration

-.1193

.330G**

-.3299**

.0268

-.0022

.1725

-.0899

-.4640** -.2132

* S4cuificant at .05 level, r = ± .250
** Siolificant at .01 level, r = ± .325
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Response correlations to both poems by affectively-

directed students were similar in many cases. Personal

association correlated positively with technical approach,

particularly significant in response to "Recuerdo." A

negative correlation was shown between personal association

and thematic interpretation and between personal association

and factual narration, which were highly significant in the

response correlations to "Recuerdo." And factual narration

also correlated negatively with thematic interpretation,

at a significant level of .05 in response to "Bulletin."

The only significantly different correlation occurred

between the responses to "Bulletin" and to "Recuerdo" in

the catemries of mnral judEment mid -inntmal mirrntinn,

Affectively-directed students responded with a highly sig-

nificant negative correlation (.01) to "Bulletin" in moral

judgment and factual narration categories, but to "Recuerdo"

there was a positive correlation between moral judgment and

factual narration.

Response correlations to both poems between personal

response and factual narration correlated negatively in the

nondirected group, as shown in Tables 15A and 15B, at higher

than the .05 level of significance. There was a high correla-

tion between personal association and technical response for

the nondirected group. This coincided with Squire's finding

3.1 his study of free responses to the short story in which the

subjects who responded with personal associations also made

frequent technical analyses.
23

3Ibid., p. 167. 96
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TABLE 15A

COMMITIOM AILICHG CAE:CORI:1Z OF RIIITOME TO
"BULLETIIT" FOR THE ITONDIREVED GROUP (rits64)

....MMNIIONNO
Catecory

011111111.a.
Personal ;Moral

Association juk;uent
Thematic Technical

Interpretation Approach
lioral
aud;;ment .1478

Thematic
Interpretation -.0430 -.0147

Technical
Approach .2674* -.1919 .1489

Factual
17arration -.3283" -.0466 -.3236*

dimih..4.1.O10.........edimiallOOM.MNOWWOM.M.MMIEWm.mimemmiamm.101.1.0111021110mOdmmilmoimm.M0066,..0.11..m.

* Sig ificant at .05 level. r = ± .250
** Siulificant at .01 level, r = ± .525

TAM.LE 153

CO". MATIC.'i3 CAT3C0*-3:.:::3 1Z2:7:3.1t;;;313
"InZ11:1:00" FOR TZ.11; CaOUT:. (ii.f34)

0a.tez;o3..7
Personal

Associa,;ion
Eoral Theratic

Ju0..cpent int erpret a Lion- Tee lmical
Approach

ora].
jullupent

Thematic
Interpretation
Technical
Approach

Factual
narration

-.2532*

.1568

.3158*

,0195*

-.2741*

-.1244 *-4.0598

.2170* -.4844** -.0490As+
Sicnificant at .05 level, r s= ± .250

** SiGnificant at .01 level, r m ± .325
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Noral judgment correlated negatively with thematic

interpretation in the responses to both poems by the non-

directed group, with a correlation significant at the .05

level for "Recuerdo." A sicnificant negative correlation

at better than the .05 level was shown between the categories

of factual narration and thematic interpretation.

Response correlations for each poem taken separately

in the nondirected group differed mainly in the category of

moral judgment. floral judgment correlated negatively with

personal association at the .05 level of significance in

response to "Recuerdo," but correlated positively in response

to "Bulletin." Floral judgment correlated positively with

factual narration in response to "Recuerdo" but negatively

in response to "Bulletin."

pummarz of correlation findings

Some correlations amon,11: the categories of response

wore consistent for all three treatment groups. The cate-

gory of factual narration correlated negatively with personal

association, technical approach, and thematic interpretation.

Response correlations were neGative between the categories

of moral judgment and factual narration for "Bulletin" but

positive for "Recuerdo." A significant positive correlation

was evident in both the cognitive and nondirected groups

between the technical approach and personal association

categories.
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Differences among the groups were shown in the

response correlations between moral judgment and thematic

interpretation. In both the cognitive and nondirected

groups, moral judgments wore correlated negatively (infre-

quent when thematic interpretations were frequent), but

in the affectively-directed group there was a positive

correlation between these two categories. The correlation

between the response categories of thematic interpretation

and thematic analysis was different in each of the treat-

ment groups. Thematic interpretation correlated positively

with technical approach when students were cognitively

directed, negatively when they were effectively directed,

and when nondirected, the correlations were positive in

response to "Bulletin," and negative in response to "Recuerdo."

These differing correlations reinforce the idea

that different preliminary instructions alter the type of

response. The predictability of the types of response

correlations obtained when treatment group and the other

variables are combined is discussed in the next section.

Eun5.variate ana univariato tests of 117nothozon

Correlations between the categories of response

taken together and individually tended to be statistically

significant, and negative, indicating an inverse relationship

between sets of categories. Because the hypotheses concern

s9
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differences in number and dominance within categories for

each treatment iwoup, a multivariate analysis of variance

was made for each poem, and for the total responses to both

poems. The differences tested were those between treatment

cwoups, boys and Girls, and high- and low-level readers and

their interactions. The multivariate tests were sunplemented

by univariate F's so that the significant and insignificant

effects could be further broken down as a function of each

of the dependent variables, the categories of response.

The number of responses in a particular category is consid-

ered a partial function of the total number of responses

to a poen.

The relationship of independent and dependent variables

in the responses to the poems is analyzed in this section.

When the finding s concern treatment group alone, they will

be referred to as a main effect; when the findings concern

treatment Group in combination with the poems, sex, or read-

ing level, they will be referred to as an interaction effect.

An interaction effect is defined as one attributable to the

combination of variables above and beyond that which can be

predicted from the variables considered singly.24 This

permits the experimenter to evaluate the combined effect

of two or more experimental variables when used simultaneously.

214.33. J. Winer, Statistical Princiol_s in 31cri mental
Dosir-n (ilew Yorl:: licGraw-iii .1)-4T -140.



Multivariate zr of
variance findin-:s to both noems

The number and dominance within the categories of

response were found to differ significantly for both poems

taken together and for each poem separately. Table 16 ;.bows

that there is a significant difference in resnonse to both

poems when all five dependent variables are considered,

except for poems and sex interaction.

TABLE 16

11ULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS OP VARIANCE: nom' POEMS
2x2)72):3 SOURCE TABLE PIVE DEPEITDO.IT VARIABLES

Source DP
Hetelling

Trace
(19.

Square

Poems 5 .28516 105.22242 .0001

Sex 5 .03518 12.98241 .0239

Reading Level 5 .15309 56.49087 .0001

Treatment Group 10 .22490 82.98885 .0001

Poems x Sex 5 .01295 4.77706 .5547

Poem x Reading Level 5 .05742 21.18768 .0011

Poem x Treatment 10 .08645 31.89929 .0007

Sex x Reading Level 5 .15404 56.84256 .0001

Sex x Treatment 10 .09949 36.71032 .0002

Reading x Treatment 10 .14590 53.83649 .0001

89
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When both poems were considered together in the

2x2x2x3 multivariate analysis of variance, the main effect

of treatment yielded a Retelling's trace of .22490.25 The

associated chi - square was 82.98385 (DP 10), significant at

the .0001 level. In the 2x2x3 multivariate analysis of

variance, analyses computed on differences between responses

of the treatment D..oups wore obtained at the .0001 level.

Tables 17 and 18 show the main effect and interaction

differences of response to "Bulletin" and to "Recuerdo,"

individually.

TABLE 17

ULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS OP VA RIAITCE: "BuLT,D23::1"
2x2 :.:2 SOURCE TABLE WITH FIVE DE.PE.IDIZT V1RIABLD3

Source DP
Notelling

Trace
Chi-

Square P

Sex 5 .04245 7.72622 .1720

Reading; Level 5 .27575 50.185G3 .0001

Treatment Group .10 .38186 M.49925 .0001

Sex x Reading Level 5 .31426 57.19580 .0001

Sex x Treatment 10 .17995 31.84084 .0007

Reading x Treatment 10 .17268 31.42785 .0008./ 1011.0,

25Grizzle and Starner, 22. cit., p. 198.
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Treatment rroup differences

In response to "Bulletin," there was a difference

in treatment groups, poems, and reading level. Sex differences

were not siGnificantly different when considered alone, but

when they were combined with treatment or reading level, there

were significant interactions.

In response to "Recuerdo," all treatment groups

differed, students of different reading abilities differed,

and boys differed from Girls at a .05 level of significance

or better.

TABLE 18

NULTIVARIATE AITALMIS OF VARIATME: "RECUMDO"
2x2x' WUReli ti AJJ14..; wITA Jf1Vi DE1=1/1.2iT VARIABLE13

Source DP
Retelling

Trace
Chi-
Square

Sex 5 .05978 10.67941 .0540

Reading Level 5 .15649 25.20599 .0003

Treatment 10 .21720 39.53039 .0001

Sex x Reading Level 5 .11049 20.10953 .0016

Sox x Treatment 10 .12752 23.20824 .0107

Reading, x Treatment 10 .19981 36.36485 .0002

_1()3
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Figure lA shows that the cognitive and nondirected

groups responded more often to "Bulletin" in the category

of thematic interpretation, and the effectively- directed

group responded more often in the category of persona]. asso-

ciation. All three treatment groups differed in their re-

sponse to "Recuerdo" at the significance level of .0001.

The ways in which the three treatment groups differed in

their responses can most easily be seen in Figure 1D.

All the treatment groups differed in frequency of

response to "Pecuerlo" in each of the categories, except

for factual narratin. The greatest number of responses

were made in tho factual narration category by all three

treatnent groups.

In the technical approach category, responses were

most frequent when students were cognitively directed; and

in the personal association category, responses were most

frequent when students were effectively directed.

Univariate rtnalysic of gpamm findin^s

Univariate P values and their associated probabilities

were co:-puted for each of the five categories of response

for both poems considered tor:ether and individually. Per

the 2x2 c3 analysis of variance, shown in Table 18, signifi-

cant differences were found for the treatment groups in their

response frequencies in the categories of personal association,

104
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thematic interpretation, and technical approach, significant

at the .001 level or beyond.

When poems were considered individually, as shown in

Table 19, tho treatment groups wore found to differ signifi-

cantly in the categories of personal association, thematic

interpretation, and technical approach, when responding to

"Bulletin." In response to "Recuerdo," the treatment groups

were found to differ significantly in the categories of moral

judgment, factual narration, and also technical approach

(with the categories of personal association and thematic

interpretation yiel ding F's with probability levels between

.05 and .10).

108
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TABLE 19

UUIVARIATE F VALUES AND TEEM PROBABILITIES FOR
2x2x2x3 ANALYSIS OP VARIANCE FOR CATEGORIES OP RE:SOUSE

Source DF Personal Moral Thematic Technical Factual

Poems 1 13.5721 .0166 24.0041 .2005 91.7874
.0006 .0930 .0001 .6592 .0001

Sex 1 3.5405 7.3140 .0807 1.8046 1.6174
.0573 .0072 .7756 .1765 .2014

Leading Level 1 15.5300 4.7931 25.4158 10.8725 11.5104
.0003 .0274 .0001 .0015 .0012

Treatment Group 2 7.9043 1.8575 15.7720 7.0246 2.0039
.0007 .1553 .0001 .0014 .1540

Poems x Sex 1 .0618 .3127 1.2907 1.39)7 .0200 .

.7994 .6288 .2554 .2367 .8826

Poems x Reading 1 5.0027 8.7735 .0050 .0414 9.808
.0243 .0036 .9417 .8352 .0022

Poems x Treatment 2 .8029 4.4443 4.7683 6.4148 ..0594
.5474 .0123 .0091 .0022 .0452

Sex x Reading 1 11.8596 18.0511 15.8111 .372) 18.2111
.0010 .0001 .0002 .5491 .0001

Sex x Treatment 2 5.1363 7.7618 4.1229- 1.2876 2.9352
.0066 .0008 .0166 .2753 .0528

Readinc x TreatnAnt 2 1.0247
.3611

16.1870
.0001

6.2934
.0025

.3729

.6946
.0391
.9619

Responses were different in the categories partly

because the two poems had differing forms and content matter,

and these factors seemed to affect the categories of response

109
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differently. "Bulletin" had a more obscure "story" with a

public death as its theme, irregular rhythm, and no rhyme.

Consequently, the responses to "Bulletin" differed signifi-

cantly among the treatment groups in the category of thematic

interprdtation, whereas responses to "Recuerdo," which had

a simple narrative, did not. The responses to "Rocuerdo"

differed significantly in the category of moral judgment

among the treatment groups, with girls responding more than

boys in that category.

TABLE 20

UNIVARIATE P VALUES AND THEIR PROBABILITIES FOR 2x2x3
ANALYSIS OP VARIANCE FOR CATEGORIES OF RESPONSE TO "BULLETIN"

Source DP Personal Noral Thematic Technical Factual

Sex 1 1.1574 6.7689 3075 .0149 1.2767
.2832 .0098 .5868 .8987 .2583

Reading Level 1 16.5600 13.C140 11.0689 5.3784 27.0158
.0002 .0005 .0014 .0203 .0001

Treatments 2 5.7388 2.1066 15.5336 10.2502 .4605
.0042 .1224 .0001 .0002 .6724

Sex x Reading 1 8.1411 13.8140 9.8732 6.5702 20.0213
.0051 .0005 .0024 .0106 .0001

Sex x Treatment 2 7.3928 4.3C60 2.2356 1.6239 1.0194
.0012 .0156 .1077 .1961 .3642

Reading x Treatment 2 .3216 6.2509 4.6184 1.9815 1.2032
.7302 .0028 .0110 .1387 .3023

110
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When sex was considered as a main effect, responses

to "Bulletin" did not differ significantly. When treatment

group was considered as a sole variable, differences in response

in thematic interpretation were significant. When the inter-

action of sex and interpretation were considered together

with treatment group, responses were not significantly dif-

ferent. The same - true of the personal association and

technical approach categories. Treatment Group responses

differed more in the categories when treatment Group was

isolated than when combined with reading level or sex.

Table 21 illustrates the differences in frequency of

responses to "Recuerdo" in the five categories.

TABLE 21

UNIVARIATE F VALUES AND TFT,IR PROPABILITIES FOR 22x3
ANALYSIS OF VARIAME In CATEGORIES OF RESPONSE TO "RECUEPDO"I.

Source DF Personal Moral Thmatic Technical Factual

Sex 1 2.7484 1.5575 1.2872 2.9760
.0951 .2110 .2574 .C823 r;)7er

Reading Level 1 1.7590 .2861 15.7312 5.7260 .0210
.18)1 .600f .0003 .01GG .C797

Treatment 2 2.5377 4.1002 2.8027 4.0352 3.9098
.0799 .0177 .0615 .0189 .0212

Sex x Reading .1 3.9577 5.3716 6.2154 2.2576 3.5513
.0453 .0203 .0130 .1307 .0576

Sex x Treatment ...

c. .8520 4.2274 6.2250 .3933 2.0344
.5685 .0158 .0028 .6811 .1316

Reading; :c Treatment 2 .8520 10.5844 3.4127 .2075 .4426
.5685 .0002 .0340 .8149 .G490
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generally, the responses to "Recuerdo" differed

significantly in all treatment groups in three of the cate-

gories: moral judgment, technical approach, and factual

narration. Responses to "Bulletin" alone were not signifi-

cantly different in the category of factual narration when

either treatment group or sex were considered independently.

When responses to both poems are considered, however, the

results in the category of factual narration are simnificant

at the .05 level.

It is evident from the univariate tables that

students' responses differ in the categories when the type

of instruction, subject matter, or poetic form are changed

rather than when the variables of sex and reading ability

are considered. There were no significant differences

shown in the response categories between boys and girls.

The only significant difference in the responses due to

reading level occurred in the category of thematic inter-

pretation with cognitively-directed high-level readers

responding twice as often as cognitively-directed low-level

readers. (See Pigure 2A.)

The responses differed significantly in the categc*:y

of moral judgment when treatment Group was considered an

isolated variable, with the affective group highest, and

when treatment group was combined with other variables.

The interaction of sex and reading level also resulted in

significant differences in this category, but showed no
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significant differences when each variable was considered

separately. Moral judgments were substantially higher in

response to "Recuerdo" than to "Bulletin."

Interaction of treatment
Froup and readinr: level

The highest level of significance (.0002) in frequency

difference in the categories occurred when treatment group

and reading level interaction response was analyzed for both

poems taken together and individually. when response to

both poems was considered, treatment group and reading level

interaction yielded differences among the five categories

which were significant at the .0001 level. When each poem

was considered separately, the responses to treatment group

and reading level interaction yielded differences among the

categories which were significant at better than the .001

level.

To explore treatment group-reading level interaction

for each category, univariate 1? values and their associated

levels of probability were computed for each of the categories

of response. The total response to botb poems taken together

and individually showed significant reading level-tre atment

group interactions for the categories of moral judgment and

thematic interpretation. ?or reading level alone, significant

differences were found for each of the categories in the

responses to "Bulletin," and for the thematic interpretation

and technical approach categories in the responses to " Recuerdo."
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When reading level and treatment group were combined,

differences in category response frequency were evident in

each treatment group. High-level readers who were effectively

directed responded most often with personal associations;

high-level readers who were cognitively directed responded

most often with thematic interpretations; and nondirected

high-lovel readers responded more often with factual narrations.

Low-level readers in the cognitively-directed group,

the affectively-directed group, and the nondirected croup,

all responded most in the category of factual narration. Since

the response frequencies to both poems are heavily weighted

with factual narrations because of "Recuerdo," a clearer pic-

ture of the interaction between reading level and treatment

Group emerges when the responses to "Bulletin" are considered

independently. (See Figure 2B.)

As shown in Figure 2B, the responses of high-level

readers in the nondirected treatment group to "Bulletin"

were in the category of factual narration much less often

than the responses of high-level readers in the other two

treatment groups. Responses in the category of thematic

interpretation were almost as frequent for the nondirected

Group as they were for the cognitive group. Responses in

the category of personal association for the nondirected

group were almost as frequent as the responses in that cate-

gory for the affective Group. This finding is important

1.1:17
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because the high frequency in personal association and

thematic interpretation for high-level readers in the non-

directed croup was not influenced by preliminary statements

as it was in the affective and cognitive croups, resnectively.

Since nondirected high-level readers also responded least

frequently to the poems in the category of factual narration,

and an infrequent response in this category tends to corre-

late with frequent responses in personal association, thematic

interpretation, and technical approach, it is apparent that

the nondirected method of treatment increased responses in

three categories for.high-level readers.

As shown by Figures 3A, 3B and 3C, the most frequent

response for low-level reaaerg in gay trnntmant mroup netniirR

in the category of factual narration, especially to "Recuerdo."

It is noticeable, however, that in response to "Bulletin,"

when low-level readers are affectively directed, their per-

sonal association response frequency rises in direct propor-

tion to the decreased frequency of responses in factual

narration.

Sex and readinr level interaction

When differing combinations of sex and reading level

were analyzed, significant differences were found between

girls' and boys' responses to both poems considered together,

in the cognitive and nondirected treatment groups, but not

in the affective group. Boys tended to make few personal

118
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associations, except for the affectively-directed boys,

whose responses equalled the girls' in that category.

TABLE A

MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS OP VARThIICE BY TREATHEUT GROUP TO 330TH POEMS

Source DP
Retelling
Trace

Chi -

Square P

Cognitively- Directed Group

Poems 5 .37194 45.00414 .0601

Sex 5 .20360 24.63532 .0004

Reading Level 5 .45831 55.45583 .0001

Poems x Sex 5 .04927 5.96193 .3101

Poems x Reading 5 .09891 11.96828 .0355

Sex x Reading 5 .24644 29.81910 .0001

Affectively-Directed Group

Poems 5 .34854 41.82440 .0001

Sex 5 .03934 4.72037 .5473

Reading Level 5 .07868 9.44203 .0928

Poems x Sex 5 .07268 8.72165 .1208

Poems x Reading 5 .12297 14.75650 .0119

Sex x Reading 5 .07528 9.03403 .1079

Nondirected Group

Poems 5 .40488 48.99106 .0001

Sox 5 .09599 11.61472 .0407

Reading Level 5 .23856 28.86571 .0001

Poems x Sex 5 .08773 10.61548 .0597

Poems x Reading 5 .09632 11.65485 .0400

Sex x Reading 5 .24982 30.22838 .0001
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Figure 3A below shows the differences between the

responses of boys and Girls in all three treatment Groups

to both poems. Boys responded slightly more than girls in

three different groups, with each Group responding most

in different categories, as diagrammed in Figure 3A.

It is apparent that girls responded more to both

poems in the categories of thematic interpretation and

technical approach when in the nondirected Group. Non-

directed and cognitively-directed boys also had the highest

frequency of responses in thematic interpretation and tech-

nical approach. In the category of personal association,

affectively-directed boys and girls responded. more often.

In the category of moral judient and factual narration,

cognitively- directed Girls made the most resonses.

leszamal of boys, and.P.ig to each poem

As illustrated in Figures 3B and 30, the responses

of boys and girls to each poem differed more in category

frequency when prior direction was Given than when non-

directed. Boys who were atfectively directed responded

nor() often to "Bulletin" in the category of personal asso-

ciation; boys who were cognitively directed responded more

often in the category of thematic interpretation. Girls

who were comitively directed responded to "Bulletin" with

a ...tigh frequency in all categories but technical approach;
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girls who were affectively directed responded more often

in the categories of personal association and factual

narration. Boys and girls who were nondirected responded

with similar frequencies in all the categories except for

technical approach, in which girls made substantially more

responses than boys.

In response to "Recuerdo," both boys and girls had

higher frequencies in factual narration in the cognitive

and nondirected groups. Responses of the affectively-

directed boys and girls were higher in personal association

for both boys and Girls and lower than the other two groups

in factual narration. Also, boys in the nondirected group,

who responded least frequently in the category of personal

association, responded most often in the tactual narration

category.

Girls in all treatment Groups generally resnondod

more than boys in the personal association category. In

this category, boys responded more than girls only when

they were affectively directed. In this category, girls

were not affected by treatment group; they responded per-

sonally in all groups. Boys were more affected by the

directive treatment they received.

Interaction of reading' level
and -sex to "rallotinr

Table B shows that significantly different frequencies

of response to the poem, "Bulletin," were found between boys
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and girls of different reading levels in each of the three

treatment groups.

Reading level as a main effect caused significant

differences in the resnonses of the three treatment groups

to "Bulletin." The contrasts are shown in Figure 2B, dis-

cussed earlier. Responses in the affective and nondirected

treatment groups were not significantly different when boys'

Fuld girls' responses were compared.

TABLE B

NULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BY READING LEVEL TO "EUTJMIN"

Source DP
Hotelling

Trace
Chi-

Square P

Ccmitively-Directed Group

Sex 5 .31746 19.04789 .0024

Reading Level 5 .67037 40.22244 .0001

Sex x Reading Level 5 .42861 25.71642 .0001

Affectively-Directed Group

Sex 5 .13359 8.01554 .1555

Reading Level 5 .19044 11.42641 .0437

Sex x Reading Lcvel 5 .14266 8.53575 .1292

Nondirccted Group

Sex 5 .07312 4.38718 .5030

Reading Level 5 .52749 31.64950 .0001

Sex x Reading Level 5 .61268 36.76077 .0001
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Interaction of readinrc level
and sex to "Recuerao"

In response to "Recuerdo," significant reading

level differences were found for both the cognitive and-

nondirected treatment groups. For the affectively-directed

group, no significant reading level differences were found

in response to "Recuerdo." The affectively-directed group

had been directed to think along the lines of personal

and emotional experience; therefore, it was not surprising

that the responses in the categories of personal associa-

tion and factual narration were more frequent. However,

"Recuerdo" itself seemed to emphasize those elements as

well, as the poem simply recounts the personal recollec-

tions of a romantic experience. The responses to "Bulletin,"

which is a more abrupt, abstract poem, were much less fre-

quent in the categories of personal association and factual

narration. (See Figure 2C.)
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TABLE C

MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BY READING LEVEL TO "RECUERDO"

Source DF
Hotelling

Trace
Chi-
Square P

Cornitively-Directed Group

Sex 5 .13605 8.16313 .1476

Reading Level 5 .45171 27.10230 .0002

Sex x Reading Level 5 .15186 9.11170 .1048

Affectively-Directed Group

Sex 5 .07114 4.19713 .5233

Reading Level 5 .13978 8.24719 .1432

Sex x Reading Level 5 .18721 11.04564 .0506

Nondixected Croup

Sex 5 .32795 19.67675 .0019

Reading Level 5 .23402 14.04102 .0158

Sex x Reading Level 5 .21914 13.1844 .0224

As with the nultivariete analysis cf variance,

univariate F's and their probability levels were computed

for each of the categories in each of the treatment groups,

for both poems and for each one separately. The univariate

F's for each of the categories of response in each treat-

ment group when both poems were considered together are

presented in Table D.
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TABLED
UUIVARIATE ANALYSIS OF VARIAME BY TREATMENT GROUP TO BOTH POEMS

Source DP Personal Moral Thematic Technical Factual

Comitively-Dirocted Gr. oun

Poems 1 1.3300 .3591 17.8380 .7152 32.0223
.2496 .5573 .0002 .5959 .0001

Sex 1 8.6863 17.5935 2.6128 3.5589 .8330
.0041 .0002 .1046 .0583 .6338

Reading Level 1 8.6863 21.1042 19.6433 5.7933 3.6737
.0041 .0001 .0001 .016? .0545

Poems x Sex 1 4.7454 .0399 .7857 .1058 .1333
.0294 .8363 .6192 .7445 .7167

Poens x Reading 1 1.9868 .3591 .0680 1.5277 8.0056
.1576 .5573 .7907 .2164 .0056

Sex x ReadiniT 1 7.2413 17.5935 8.8334 2.6449 4.4068
.0081 .0002 .0039 .1025 .0356

Poems
.0643

7947
.6220

9.0082
.0036

19.5426
.0001

Sex 1 1.9205 .6093 .0399 .2153 .8153
.1648 .5573 .8364 .6486 .6204

Reading Level 1 1.1025 3.3970 .1796 3.4428 4.5023
.2961 .0543 .6761 .0633 .0337

Poems x Sex 1 2.6782 3.3970 3.3368 .0138 .3014
.1004 .06 43 .0667 .9026 .5909

Poems x Reading 1 1.6918 8.2919 2.2951 .6569 .6114
.1928 .0049 .1284 .5752 .5582

Sex x Reading 1 3.7849 3.3970 .6776 .6569 .2916
.0510 .0643 .5828 .5752 .5969
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TABLE D (cont'd)

Source DF Personal floral Thematic Technical Factual

Nonairected Group

Poems 1 6.6602 6.0177 9.0912 5.5624 41.5669
.0107 .0148 .0035 .0188 .0001

Sex 1 4.2080 .4476 5.0415 .0172 5.4381
.0398 .5119 .0250 .8913 .0201

Reading Level 1 9.6728 8.4048 11.5605 2.0773 3.5146
.0027 .0047 .0013 .1483 .0599

Poems x Sex 1 .5298 .0497 5.6341 2.0773 .3533
.5250 .8186 .0181 .1483 .5605

Poem x Reading 1 1.2655 4.0284 2.5722 .8412 2.8623
.2618 .0442 .1073 .6362 .0893

Sex x Reading 1 1.9311 1.2433 7.6096 0.0000 19.6722
.1636 .2662 .0068 1.0000 .0001

Total interactions of
117Formitive17-dirfcted prom,

Boys and girls who were cognitively directed responded

to the poems with significant differences in three categories:

personal association, moral judgment, and technical approach.

In the catecories of thematic interpretation and factual

narration, boys did not respond significantly different from

girls. (See Table C.)

Reading level differences were significant as a main

effect in all the categories for the cognitively-directed

group. But when reading level and cognitive direction
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interacted, the only significant differences found were

in factual narration. Cognitively-directed low-level

readers responded in the factual narration category with

significantly higher frequency than cognitively-directed

high-level readers.

The only category in which the responses of boys

and girls were not significantly different when interacting

with reading level was the category of technical approach.

Total interactions of
TEZETSITE7777771rceted rroun

No significant differences in response to the poems

between boys and girls were found for the affectively-

directed groups. (See Figure 2C.) Reading level differences

which were significant were found in the factual narration

responses, with low-level readers responding with greater

frequency. Figure 2A illustrates that the affectively-

directed croup of boy and girl readers of high and low

reading levels all responded most in the category of per-

sonal association.

Boys responded significantly differently from girls

in the nondirected treatment grdup, Particularly in three

categories: personal association, thematic interpretation,

and factual narration. High -level readers tended to respond

differently from low-level readers in moral judgment as

well as in the categories of personal association and
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thematic interpretation. The interaction between sex and

reading level proved to be significantly different in the

categories of thematic interpretation and factual narration.

This finding demonstrates that nondirected low-level readers

differed in their responses according to sex; males responded

with great frequency in the category of factual narration

but not in thematic interpretation, whereas girls responded

with equally high frequencies in both categories. Nondirected

high-level readers responded frequently in many categories

with no substantial differences between sexes.

In all three treatment Groups, reading level was a

factor in the siGnificantly different responses made in the

category of factual narration.

Treatment rroup interactions
and InctiviZ711 noc.,ms

Treatment group responses to the individual poems

also differed significantly, indicating that the form and

content of the individual poems affected the responses, in

addition to the directive treatment.

As shown in Table Es univariate F's were computed

for the categories of response for each of the treatment

Groups to "Bulletin." For the cognitively-directed group,

significant differences were found between the responses

of boys and girls to "Bulletin" in the categories of personal

association and moral judgment. As discussed earlier,
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cognitively-directed boys made three times as many moral

judgments to "Bulletin" as did girls. Cognitively-directed

girls made significantly more frequent responses in personal

association than did boys.

In all three treatment croups, reading level caused

significant differences in the responses to the poems in the

category of factual narration. Low-level readers in all

three treatment groups resionded most in this category. How-

ever, res?onses to each poem differed significantly in each

of the three treatment groups. Thus, content matter affected

the category responses in addition to the kind of direction

given prior to readin[7.

Reslonse to individual noems

In response to "Bulletin" alone, univariate F's for

the categories of resoonse were computed for each of the

three treatment croups as well. Significant differences

between the responses of boys and girls were found for the

ccvnitive treatment group in personal associations and

moral judgment, as shown in Table 1: below.
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TABLE E

UlrIVARIATE ANALT31.0 CP rrattrcr. FOR ALL E32E3
T 111T.:11:IT GROUPS TO "IZLLETIII"

Source DP Personal oral Thematic Technical Factual

Co7nitively-irected Grout

Sex 1 11.8227 11.4151 2.4352 1.3317 .1754
.0014 .001G .1200 .2513 .6801

Reading Level 1 8.5419 15.0434 6.7644 7.2503 13.1774
.0051 .0004 .0113 .0030 .0009

Sex x Reading 1 6.6502 11.4151 8.1649 2.9963 6.3858
.0119 .0016 .0059 .0049 .0140

Affectivolv-Directed Croup

Sex 1 3.9434 2.0053 1.8599 .1648 1.3300
.0488 .1584 .1745 .6039 .2521

Reading Level 1 2.3355 6.4973 .5393 1.4335 5.3202
.1239 .0123 .5277 .2259 .0231

Sex x Reading 1 1.2171 2.0053 .2751 1.4335 1.3300
.2738 .1534 .6682 .2259 .2521

Vondirocta Groom

Sex 1 .7163 .6977 .0030 1.0475 2.1412
.5964 .5082 .9264 .3110 .11:1..9

Readins Level 1 7.3352 .6977 12.1550 .116 9.0214
.0087 .5382 .0013 .73:8 .0042

Sex x Reading 1 1.6338 2.7907 6.7208 2.3569 15.4270
.1775 .C962 .0115 .1261 .00040

Boys differed from Orls significantly in their

responses to "Bulletin" only in pemonal associations in the

affectively-dirceted croup, and not at all in the nondirected

croup. Sicnificant reading level differences were found in
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the comitive group for each of the categories, for tho

affective group only in the categories of moral judgment

and factual narration, and for the nondirected roue in

three categories: personal association, thematic interpre-

tation, and factual narration. Figure 213 illustrates the

details of the differences between hizh- and low level

readers in the three differing treatment groups. For ex-
empla all low-level readers res :ionded more often to the

poem, "Bulletin" in the category of factual narration.

The most frequent responses in the categories of thematic

interpretation and technical approach, however, were made

by the corrnitively-directed and the nondirected Li ;h--level

readers. And the nondirected high-level readers resnonded

almost as frequently as the affectively-directed high-level

readers (who had the highest frequency) in the personal

association category.

The responses to "Recuordo" were considerably

different for each treatment group. linivariate s computed

for the catecories of response to this nom are shown in

Table P.
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TABLE F

UNIVARIATE AITALYSIS OF VARS. .110E FOR ALL TI1112.23
GROUFS TO "RUCUERDO"

Source DP Personal iloral Thematic Technical Factual
WNW

Co-nitively-Direeted
Sex0 1 .3346 6.8182 .3879 2.2380 .7171

.5720 .0110 .5428 .1361 .5949

Reading Level 1 1.3383 G.8182 16.0290 .6273 .G59
.2506 .0110 .0004 .5627 .5546

Sex" - x Reading 1 1.3383 6.6182 1.3377 .3795 .3659
.2506 .0110 .2507 .5473 .5546

Affective17-Direeted Groun

Sex 1 .0356 2.0726 1./t805 .1161 .0471
.8452 .156 .2265 .7342 .C234

Reading Level 1 .035G 2.0726 2.1135 2.2429 .7544
.6452 .1i.-56 ..Litio .1";?:.:3 .Cluy2

Sex x Reading 1 2.8822 2.0726 3.47 GB 2.2429 .0616
.0910 .151 .0639 .1353 ..,030 3

?Tor:directed Crow-,

4.9112 .0691 10.9031 1.15:3 '3.2637SOX 1
.02C6 .7895 .0019 .2370 .0722

Readin;: Level 1 2.5093 8.3641 1.6610 3.7385 .0128
.114.5 .0055 .1907 .0548 .))3Q,

Sex x Reading 1 .2788 .0691 1.6610 3.7585 6.7503
.6058 .7C95 :1997 .05/:3 .0114

ftaaa...,

Simificant differences between boys and girls %./ho

were cognitively directed wore found only in personal asso-

ciations. As Ficure 3C illustrates, girls tended to resnond
more frequently than boys with personal association:, in all
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treatment groups, except for the affectively-directed boys,

who had the second highest frequency in that category. For

the affectively- directed group ihere were no significant

differences between boys and girls in response to "Recuerdo."

Affectively-directed male low-level readers responded with

a considerably higher frequency of personal associations

and thematic interpretations than male low-level readers

in the other two Groups. Hale reader response, in General,

increased under affective direction.

Reading level differenc,;, were significant for the

cognitively-directed group in the categories of moral judg-

ment and thematic interpretation. High-level readers responded

more often in both these categories to "Recuerdo," as shown

in Figure 20. Low-level cognitively-directed readers responded

least of all the Groups in these categories.

In the nondirectcd Group, boys differed from girls

significantly in their responses to "Recuerdo" in two cate-

gories: personal association and thematic interpretation.

As Figure 30 illustrates, in both these categories girls

responded with a higher frequency than boys. Resoonses which

differed significantly because of reading level in the non-

directed treatment grout occurred in only. one category, moral

judgment. Low-level readers responded most often with moral

judgments. In the other categories, boys and girls responded

fairly similarly. Nondirected treatment increased the resnonses
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of low-level readers in some categories.

Summary of the findinr4s

The hypotheses underlying this study were confirmed

by the findings. The first hypothesis (that the three dif-

ferently directed groups would differ in frequency and

dominance of response in the categories) was substantiated

at the .05 level of significance or better. The second

hypothesis (that boys would differ from girls in their re-

siA,nses to the poems both in number and dominance of the

categories in all three groups) was confirmed for only two

of the groups. The boys and girls did not differ in all

the categories in response to the poems in the nondirected

group; they differed only in the category of moral judgment.

The third hypothesis (that high -level readers would differ

from low-level readers both in number and dominance of their

responses to the poems in the categories in all three groups)

was confirmed.

rindin-s in each catecaz

One of the purposes of this study was to see whether

any relationships existed between responsca to poems when

different instructional approaches were used to introduce

the poems. The method used to test whether differing responses

were due to the method of treatment consisted of first, cate-

gorizing the responses, and then applying a multivariate
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analysis of the variance of these responses to determine

the consistency of the relationship between responses and

the treatment group in which they were given. The results

of the statistical tests confirmed the hypothesis that a

relationship did exist between treatment group and responses

to the poems in all the categories of response.

The first category which revealed marked differences

in response among the three treatment groups was personal

association. This category included responses which were

emotional reactions to a part or all of the poem, or evalu-

ations of the worth of the poem which were subjective in

nature.

The general findings about personal association in

the affectively-directed group indicated that this method

of treatment increased subjective reaction to poetry. The

affectively-directed groun had the highest frequency in

this category for boys and girls. An interesting finding

concerning boys was that their response in the catecory of

personal association was usually minimal in the other two

treatment groups, but rose higher than the girls' responses

when affectively directed. Boys who were cognitively

directed gave the least number of responses in personal

association, as this method reinforced their usual approach

to a poem -- an analytic one. Another finding was that

the cognitive group of boys and girls together responded
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least of all the groups in this category. As this group

had been directed to think analytically, this finding cor-

relw.es with the lack of focus on emotional, or subjective

response to the poems. The nondirected treatment group,

which was given no direction, had the second highest fre-

quency of responses in personal association.

When reading level interacted with treatment Group,

the findings in this category changed. Both the cognitive

and nondirected high-level readers had a higher frequency

of personal association than did the low-level readers.

The general findings concerning moral jud-ment,

which included responses external to the poem imposed by

the student's moral values and standards on the imaginative

world of the poem, were sparse in all treatment groups.

One finding concerning moral judGments was that when stu-

dents became pereonally involved, their moral statements

lessened, and their personal association responses increased.

This indicates that when students identify with or respond

emotionally to a poem, they are less judgmental, and tend

to make more relevant comments about the poem. Both affec-

tive and nondirected treatments tended to increase personal

response and lower moral judt:,ments.

When reading ability was considered together with

treatment group, the findings showed that cognitively-

directed high-level readers responded most with moral
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judgments, and affectively-directed high-level readers,

least. However, low-level readers generally responded with

more moral judgments than high-level readers, except when

the high-level readers were cognitively directed. A related

finding of Squire's was that prescriptive (moral) judgments

were indicative of highly structured, rigid thinking.26

The general. findings concerning thematic in:;rrpre',:ation

(which included those responses which attempted to generalize

the theme of the poems into universal terns) derived the most

frequent responses from the cognitively-directed group. This

high frequency of thematic responses indicated that this

method of treatment, directing the students to think about

the symbolic meaning; of the poems, was effective. The

affectively-directed group responded least frequently in

this category of any of the other two groups. Resnonses of

the nondirected group had the second highest frequency in

thenatic interlretation. One intcresAn3 finding concernin

the nondirected group was that when the responses to each

poem were considered separately, the nondirected group had

a higher frequency of thematic internretAtions to "Recuerdo"

than the cognitive group. Also, their response to "Bulletin"

ww; interpretive 310 of the time, compared to the cognitive

response of 350.

26Squire, Responses of Adolescents, p. 61..
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When reading level and treatment group interacted,

the highest frequency of interpretive response was given

by cognitively-directed high-level readers, closely followed

by nondirected high-level readers. The nondirected group

of low-level readers made more responses in thematic inter-

pretation than any of the other two groups of low-level

readers.

General findings concerning responses in the technical

aPproach category, which included responses directed to the

fore of the poem, or technically effective poetic elements

such as rhythm, imagery, rhyme, meter, tone, etc., were

most frequent in the cognitively-directed Group. However,

when each poem was considered separately, the nondirected

group had the most frequent response to "Bulletin" in the

category of technical approach. Since the style of ihe poem,

"Bulletin" was very heavily symbolic and rhythmically abrupt,

the students in the nondirected group were able to see for

themselves the technical aspects of the poem when no direc-

tion was given. Affective direction turned the respencies

into other categories, and the fewest resoonses were given

in technical approach.

When reading level and treatment group were considered

together, cognitively-directed high -level readers responded

more often with technical statements about the poems. The

highest frequency of low-level readers in the technical approach

category was also made by the conitively-directed Group.
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Gentiral findings concerning the responses in the

category of factual narration, that is, responses which

`reconstructed the action in the poem without subjective or

interpretive comment, were that the affective group responded

more frequently in this category. however, all three groups

had significantly high frequencies in this category. The

reasons for the high narrative frequency of all the groups

were not tested for in this study, but one of the factors

may have been the uncertainty of the students in regard to

poetry. In the pilot study interviews, as well as in the

interviews conducted in the actual study, students often

declared that they were unsure of the meaning of the poem

or how to find it. They seemed to feel there had to be a

meaning and tried to make some sense of the poems by retell-

ing the story they found or constructed from clues they

found in the poem. Much of the factual response constructed

in this way had no relevance to the poem. In addition, a

correlation was found between high narrative response and

low responses in thematic interpretation and technical ap-

proach. This interaction also involved the reading ability

of the students. Low-level readers consistently made the

most responses in factual narration and the fewest responses

in thematic interpretation and technical approach in all

three groups.
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Findings in the responses to each poem

When the poems were considered separately, other

factors appeared. In the responses to "Bulletin," reading

level differences wore more marked than in the responses

to "Recuerdo," especially between the coGnitive and affec-

tive treatment groups. Responses of high-level readers

to "Bulletin" differed froi:' those of low-level readers in

all the categories, whereas in resnonsc to "Recuerdo," the

only sicnificant differences between high- and low-level

readers were in the categories of thematic interpretation

and technical approach. Female readers who were coGnitively

directed responded with a high frequency of moral judments

1.^.111 -nnesr.c. 141..41n teal n v.tne. 1^14 Vp.mneve,.e. 114.4,,JJ.
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sex, reading level, and treatment croup were considered

together, high-level coplitively-directcd boys had the high-

est frequency of moral judcmcnts. since the responses to

"Y;ulletin" and "Recuerdo" differed Greatly, the consistency

of a high frequency of moral judgments to both poems was an

unusual findint:. The only other caterory which maintained

consistent frequencies in both poems ::are technical annroach.

This indicates that the moral standards and technical pre-

dispositions that a student brings with him to his experience

with a poem are not affected greatly by the style or content

of a poem. Another indication resulting from the correlation

of technical approach and moral judgment frequencies, and
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the findinz that high personal association frequencies

correlated with low moral judgment, seems to be that an

analytic approach to a poem increases the tendency to pass

moral judgments and a subjective approach deters the reader

from passing moral jud-ments.

High-level readers divided their responses to the

individual poems by making the most frequent factual narra-

tion responses to "Recuerdo," and the more frequent resnonses

to "Bulletin" in the category of thematic interpretation.

Low-level readers responded to both poems moat often in the

category of factual narration. Since "Bulletin" is a brief,

symbolic, lyric poem and "Recuerdo" is a ballad-like, nostal:1;ic

story of a romantic interlude, it seems that hich-level readers

are more sensitive to the style in which the poem is written.

Because the frequency of responses to "Bulletin"

was more widely distributed among the categories, particularly

by students who were nonarected, either one of two conclusions

may be drawn. Either the freedom to structure responses accord-

in::; to the student's own method resulted in a wide frequency

of response in the cazogories, or "Bulletin" vas a particularly

good choice of poem for use in obtaining res2onses. Since

the response to "Bulletin" was not as evenly distributed in

the cognitive and affective croups, the investigator feels

that the first conclusion may be more valid.
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Conclusions

Differing responses to the poems among the treatment

groups indicated that various relationships exist between

type of direction and the type of response. The affective

group had the highest frequency of response in personal

association. Boys, in particular, showed an increase in

personal associati.n responses when affectively directed.

The cognitively-directed croup had the highest frequency

of response in both the thematic interpretation and the

technical approach categories. The nondirectcd group had

the highest frequency of response in the categories of

thematic interpretation, personal association, and technical

approach. For the category of thematic interpretation,

the nondirected croup showed almost as high a frequency as

the cognitive croup in response to both poems, and a hiL;hor

frequency of thematic interpretation in response to "Recuerdo."

The high frequency given by the nondirected croup in thematic

interpretation is unusual since no Guidance was given before-

hand to direct the students to think along cognitive lines.

This finding may have been the result of previous training

in cognitively-oriented classrooms.

Further findings suggest that cognitive direction

increases the responses of both high- and low-level readers

in technical approach; affective direction increases the

responses of high- and low-level readers in personal association
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and factual narration; and nondirection increases the responses

of low-level readers in thematic interpretation and Girls'

responses in technical approach.

The over-all responses of low-level readers reflected

a need to "concretize" the poem by retelling the story. The

over-all responses of high-level readers reflected a tendency

towards abstract tainLing by Generalizing the theme of the

poems. The findings indicate that the method of direction

varied these tendencies. This suggests a need for varying

the approaches in the teaching of poetry in heterogeneous

classroom situations.
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CI.APTER IV

ANALYSIS 07 TIMVE SAMPLE prayousas

Twelve students, four from each treatment group,

were selected as samples of the 192 students who participated

in this study. The individual analyses which follow add a

qualitative dimension to the quantitative analyses statisti-

cally tested and described in preceding; pages. The purpose

of this procedure is to detect possible response areas not

fully explored in the statistical evaluation.

The students were selected far qualitative analysis

on the basis of clarity, interest, consistency of res,mase

frequency to both poems, and representativeness of their

cell group. Six high-level reader responses and six low-

level reader responses to each poem are analysed, two from

each treatment group. The investigator based anLlyses of

those responses on subjective evaluation, past e)erience

in teaching high school students, and training in the

techniques of literary criticism.

In the analysis of each student's response, both

the unique quality of the reaction and the similarities of

the student's response to the total response pattern of his

treatment croup will be considered.
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The responses will be divided into two sections.

First, the responses of all three treatment groups represent-

ing both high- and low-level readers in each group will be

analyzed in relation to the poem, "Bulletin." Second, the

responses of all three treatment groups of both high- and

low-level reader representatives will be analyzed in relation

to "Recuerdo." Th.., first name of the student, his ago,

reading level, and croup classification will be listed before

each sample. The sam7le response will be divided into cate-

gory units by no of a slanted line between the units and

a letter representing the category to which it belonr;s above

the line. The following letters are the abbreviations used

for each category:

P 0 Personal approach

II .0 Uoral judmont

TH Thematic interpretation

TE 0 Technical annreach

F 0 ractual narration

The text of each poem is included in the following

pages in order to give the resnonses more meaning to the

reader of this study.
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Bulletin

Chana Feurstein

Is dead. Is dead. How all

Poem not reproduced because of copyright restrictions

Is dead. 1:e know. hoard)

1, a °like nP Schwa ,pr ptry and2ry s a
Pomr Clow :Cork: Bactie Books, Inc., 1:)C.34) p. 20.
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Recuerdo

Edna St. Vincent Lillay

We were very .irA, we were very norry--

Poem not reproduced because of copyright restrictions

And we cave her all our money but our cubway fares.

Oollqptnd Peers of .'(Ina St. Drcent
(New York: liarper 1:ow, 1c)49), P.
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Interview No. 6

Student: Debra

139

Sample Response No. 1

High-level reader

Treatment croup: Cocnitive

Reading level: 11.7 Ace: 15

Response frequency to both poems: 21

Response frequency to "Bulletin": 34

Category frequency to " Bulletin":

Factual, 1; Personal, 3; oral, 0; Thematic, 5; Technical, 5.

TH
"I think it's about language./ It all sounds the

TB
same,/ like static./ Radio speaking is like a language

TH
itself/ and we hear the name things over and over/ 'Is

TE TB
dead.'/ ',fie lieck at the words like bran.'/ We don't

TH
understand it,/ 'we

TE
It's too rhythmic,/

all the same toed

P
say worth: because we're forced to./

TH
too set, too dead./ Our faces are

We're finally learning to look into
tip

poetry to see what everything means./ But, we're just
TH

becinning to."/

Debra, a hitt-level reader, who was co; nitively

directed, responded with thematic interpretation five times

in her response to "Bulletin." Her hich frequency in this

category paralleled that of the cocnitive croup, who recis-

tered the highest frequency in thematic interpretation.

She constructed her own theme from personal opinion

rather than from the poem, "We hoar the same things over and
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over." That her choice of theme seemed forced might be

deduced from her statement, "I think it's about, language."

An underlying reason for her concentration on the theme of

the poem vas later Oxen, "1:-J're finally learning to look

into poetry to see what everything means." The cognitive

method of direction evidently reinforced her original expec-

tations about noctxy, that poetry is sonothing which contains

a meaning for which the reader must search.

Debra's response also coincided with tho finding

that cecnitively-dirocted high- -level readers will resnond

with a thematic and technical approach at the expense of

personal association. Her response typifies the cognitive

apnroach in the case where the poem is misinter7)retod because

it has not first been subjectively absorbed. The three re-

smonscs Debra cave to the noon in the category of nersonal

association were largely cliches, such as, "We say things

locause we'rw forced to."

Debra's enphasis on interlretivc and technical state-

mnts vas also evident in lacy ros..;ensc to "Eccuer0o." She

was consistent in her cognitive a7nroac4 in her responses

to both poems in this simdy; this was quite typical of the

other cocnitively-directed responses rocordod by the invsti-

gator.
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Sample Resnonse lie. 2

Interview No. 45 Iow-level reader

Student: Daniel Treatment grow): Cognitive

Reading level: 6.9 Ace: 15

Response frequency to both poems: 18

Response frequency to "Bulletin": 6

Catcc;ory freouency to "Bulletin":

Factual, 1; Perconal, 0; Eorall 1; Thematic, 3; Technical, 1.

TI!

"It's just a thought of a crazy person,/ r.neakinc
Ti!

to himself./ Something past, preeent, or future./ The
1.1

person's confused./ She's trying to find something,/
Tii

moaning of life maybe."/

This was a typical reePonze of low-level readers eho

could not decipher the situation in the poem. They then

projected their confusion onto the poem: "It's just a thou ;ht

of a crazy person." Daniel's need seencd to be to be obi°

to find a thread of narrative meaning, in addition to the

themes he thous -ht he saw. To "Recuerdo" he made eleven

narrative responses Out of a total of thirteen responses.

he managed to make core sense out of "Recuerdo" than out of

"Lullotin." fore personal association responses wore made

to "Recuerdo."

The correlation between a high frequency in thematic

interpretation with a low frequency in personal association
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for cosnitivelydirected readers was reflected in Daniel's

responses to "Bulletin"; he was so obsessed with quickly

finding a paraphrasable meaning that ho could not make out

any sensible sequence in the poem. Pirst, he referred to

the speaker in the poem as "speaking to himself," and then

said, "She's trying to find something."

A fracment...d approach of this sort is typical of

the low-level reader's usual approach; and cognitive direc-

tion prior to reading "Bulletin" tended to confuse low-level

readers even more. They tried a trial-and-error approach

to the poem, searching for some attack which might allow

them to see some coherent narrative event. Low-level readers

generally were shown to respond more often in the catoory

of factual narration, and so when their set way of approach-

ing a noon was interfered with, by cosnitive prior direction,

for example, they lost their way.
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Sm Resnonse Do. 2

Interview No. 63 Low -level reader

Student: Gerard Treatment group: Nondirected

Reading level: 6.9 Age: 16

Response frequency to both poems: 22

Response frequency to "Bulletin": 10

Category frequency to "Bull:tin":

Factual, 3; Personal, 3; floral, 0; Thematic, 2; Technical, 4. ')

"It doesn't make any sense/ and it's talking about

awkwardness./ Like when you're dead./ You can't move or
P TE

anything./ It mentions 'lockjaw.'/ When you have lockjaw,

you can't open your mouth and when. you're dead you can't
:L'L'

move./ It just seems to repeat itself./ It doesn't make
TH

much sense and/ It's talking about death,/ and nothinc,-
TH

neon."/

Gerard made nore :-.'esnenses to :6ulletin" than M3:;*:.

low-level readers, who averaced about six resnonses. While

he was rtzninating about "nullciln," the theme became clear

to him. Eow this "gesi;alt" suddenly appeared to Gerard may

never be known complcaely, but there are come possibilities

that are apparent. Since most low-level readers do not talk

much in responding to the noems, they aid not have as good

a chance to synthesize their responses in the way Gerard did.

First, he discussed the parts which had some impact on him,
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and connected them with personal associations. The words

which had the Greatest impact on bin were "awkwardness" and

"lockjaw," and ho constructed analocios to oxpress the mean-

inf.; they had for him: "Like when you're dead you can't move

or anythinc," and "You can't open your mouth." Then he made

a thematic statemmt, cencralizin from his analoGies related

to :.ho poem. Decribins tin nhysical properties of lockjaw

and its cimilaritj to death led to Gerard's connectin3 ,hose

iOlas with one Lain idea which the poem seemed to express.

StretchinG the definition of the theme of death a little

farther, he mentioned "nothiw3noss," as an alternate theme.

This self-orcaniscd orderins of ros?onses from

P.n.s J-gr 1neg1 e.., isn't .r/%171 !.1%. rt. ',I.:A r r 4 e 414- 11rs 4-vs4

by teachers of low-level reaftrs in their approach to the

teachin of poetry in the classroom. Ac this was r-

Oirected roadvr's way. of or2:arAniwl his rosnonses,

with so:,e success, it mi4.-,ht work for other ruder:; his

ability.
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Sample Response. No. 4

Interview No. 84

Student: Ronnie

Reading level: 11.6

3.45

Nigh-level reader

Treatment group: Kondirceted

Age: 15

Response frequency to both poems: 23

Response frequency to "Bulletin": 13

Category frequency to "Bulletin":

Factual, 1; Personal, 5; Floral, 0; Thematic, 1; Technical, 6.

TE
"The person that wrote this poem/ is expressing

the feeling that she had when a bulletin came over the radio

or T.V./ It's about the stunned-ness of everyone that some-
TH

one died, the amazement./ Just like you are when you hear
TE

a bulletin like that./ You get very tight,/ elockjawed.V
P

You can't believe it so you're full of despair,/ and it's
TE liter

written like that./ It's very punctuated./ That's the

feeling you ge1:1/ very tit.;ht;, and calf ht./ The other
TB

poem flows and you enjoy it, but this noem is sort of stiff./

The feeling, you Got when you road it is the same as when you

hear a bulletin. "/

An interesting findinG concerning the differences

between the responses of boys and girls to tho poems was that

the nondirected treatment increased girls' responses in the

category of technical approach. Ronnie's response was typical

of that cell group. She responded with technical statements
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as many times as she responded in the other throe categories

combined. A positive correlation between a high frequency

of response in personal association and technical approach

was also a finding in Squire's study of free responses to

the short story. This correlation did not occur in the other

two directed croups in the present study. It seems that

allowing students to formulate their own responses to a

literary work, without prior direcUion, fosters responses

with high frequencies of personal association and technical

approach.

Ronnie's ordering of her responses to "Bulletin"

began by a consideration of the poem from the poet's angle,

"The person that wrote, this poen in OXPVCDCinGr,,," Thrtn

she reported a narrative finding. Her third response was

interpretive and the rest of her resnonse units related

the theme to emotional associations and technique: "You're

full of dessair, and it's written like that. It's vely

punctuated. That's the fooling you get."

Although Ronnie began her discussion of "Bulletin"

from a technical approach, she finished her discussion with

a personal response, "the feeling you get when you read it

is the same as when you hear a bulletin." The lack of sev-

eral interpretive response units in Ronnie's total response

is unusual for her croup coll. The nondirected Group had a

nigh frequency of response in the category of thematic
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interpretation, as well as in personal association and

technical approach. Ronnie concentrated only on becoming

self-involved and then evaluating the way in which the

poet achieved that effect. This is farther than most of

the students reached.



Sample Ref-mons° No. 2

Interview No. 60

Student: Andy Treatment croup: Affective

Reading level: 11.7 Age: 15

Response frequency to both poems: 18

Response frequency to nulletin":' 9

Category frequency to "Bulletin":

Factual, 3; Personal, 3; Moral, 0; Thematic, 2; Technical, 1.

148

High-level reader

P
"'Bulletin' is like a leader died,/ like in 1963

P
when President Kennedy./ The news broadcast was very much

P
the name on every station,/ and it affected everybody the

P
name way./ Everybody's stiff, they can't believe that it

hap ened./ Like in the last stanza, 'llockjawcd with awkward-
sL

neon; we know, we heard.'/ Everybody's aware of it and

stiff with disbelief./ It might even mean the world is
Tg

comin;.4 to an end,/ and some neoPle don't wont to accept

it."/

The poem was taken from a collection of eemo written

soon after President Nenneay's deaLh about the reactions to

that event. Since President Kennedy is not moltioned in the

poem, it is an interesting; accomplishment that Andy associated

the death in the poem with Kennedy's. Andy was one of the

few students who made this connection.

The number of personal associations made in reaction

to this poem came early in the verbalized response. This
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was interwoven with some factual data about the poem, then

one technical comment was made, and finally, two thematic

statements. The sequence of this response may be a factor

in Andy's relevant interpretation.

The General findings concerning high-level readers

in the affectively-directed croup's response to "Bulletin"

were that personal association and factual narration had

high frequencies, correlated with low frequencies in thematic

interpretation and technical anproach. Andy's responses

were representative of that cell croup.

The responses which were of a thematic or technical

nature did not appear until the last half of Andy's respoasc!.

Since Andy was effectively directed before ho read the poem)

that finding is not sur7rising. But Andy's way of arriving

at the theme that "the world is coming to an end" might be

examined further by an alert teacher. At this point in

Andy's responses, when h,) felt he had conclua0d, the acvolo-

mont, of his critical avarenoss by the teacher might begin.

Tavin:; responded subjectively, made relevant asseeiations,

narrated the "slain sense" of the poem, and the arrived

at a generalization, AT.dy accol:Iplished the preliminary approach

to a critical res7)onse. Leading him to investigate the reasons

for his response would provide a favorable context for dis-

covering cognitively-oriented concerns.
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Sample Resnonno No. 6

Interview No. 13

Student: Michael Treatment Group: Affective

ReadinG level: G.5 Age: 15

Response frequency to both poems: 19

Response frequency to "Bulletin": 9

Category frequency to "Bulletin":

Factual, 3; Personal, 5; Moral, 0; Thematic, 0; Technical, 1.

"Something about the radio/ and to my knowlede/

bow it blows up all stories./ Like, if there were a simple

fire, they would blow it up to be a throe-alarm fire./ And

as far as the poem goes, it keeps on saying 'is dcad. 'I The

first thought that came into my mind, might be stupid, was

Vietnam./ I thought it would be about that./ But whoa I
TE

read the second line,/ I thought of stories they blow up

out cf nroDortion."/

One of the difficulties low -level readers exhibited

in their response to the rooms was that of selectiws passages

to the poems which wore oris;anized to form a unified, general

impression. Low-level readers tended to 6Tomp at lines in

random fashion, jumping from one area of the poem to another;

or else they were sidetracked by some external event suggested

by, but unrelated to the poem. Michael's response to "Bulle-

tin" is en example of both methods of approach to a poem,
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His response was based on the random selection of the first
two lines of the poem, and his fixed fascination by the
repetition of "Is dead." Apparently Iiichael did not laiow

.where to bocin his analysis of the
His responses wore affectively based, concerned with

his personal associations. "Somethinc; about tho radio,"

wan the first statoraont he made, but later on he said that
the first thouCht that came into his mind. was Vietnam. The

first line of the poem beL:an with, "Is dead. Is dead."
Since liichael road the poem before cpeakinc, his first com-
ment dealt with a line he had read afterwards, "How all
the radios round the cane," and the associations which that
line called up. 1;hen he had finitlhed civin;: his ol,inirni

on news broadcasts, ho recalled his first thou; :lit which mici;ht

be the response he ascamed I was loohinr; for. Ens.:.;

readers asked about how they were supponed to res)ond laoro

than once. Iowcver, both of Ilichae s ncnociatiom: Lvide

in reference to the first two lines of "Bulletin." His

attention scer.od riveted there since thoml two liner; wore
oby:tor:A.:7 inre.nirt::2111 to Lim and. hr.: did not knew hew to cope

:i .h the ..coL:t o: .;lx.) all;o roll;
with those lines and ho needed that security, as ho felt
that what ho was sayin "raiolt be stupid."

With a little more confidence, Ilichael nicht have
been able to orE:anize his thouchts about the poem into some
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relationship. Since ho resi)onded to affective direction

by becominc selfinvolved with certain lines of the poen,

there is reason to believe that- Uchaci would respond to

other directive anxcoaches as well.
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Interview No. 25

Student: Charles

Reading level: 11.7 Are: 15

Response frequency to both poems: 18

Response frequency to "Rocuerdo ": 15

Cal;ecory frequency to "Recuerdo":

Factual, 3; Personal, 2; Loral, 1; Thematic, 2; Technical, 5.

pie Rennonse No. 2

153

Nigh-level reader

Treatment croup: Cocnitive

P
"mhis one I didn't like as much as the other one./

This one rhymes./ I believe a poet who does that just sits
TE rr,

and thinks of rhymes./ I like free verse much better./

While readinc this and partly from the title,/ I felt as
ICH

if it were about Spanish Earlom/ and the noet wasn't from
TB

there./ It was a whole novorty area in which a boy and girl
F P

lived/ and were very much in love/ and they woni: to buy

fruit for their mother and brou7ht it back./ They didn't
J.14

care about anythinc/ because they had each other."/

Charles's response to "Rccuerdo" vas renrcsontative

of the co` nitively-directed croup's res?onses in the domin=t

catecory frequencies. The cocnitive approach was directed

towards analytic responses nrimarily focusing on the catecories

of thematic interpretation and technical apnroach. Charles's

response to "Recuerdo" was directed repeatedly by analytic

tilinkinc. his first response was to maize a critical comparison
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between the two poems he read for this study, explaining

that he preferred "Bulletin" to "Recuerdo" for technical

reasons. "Recuerdo" had rhymes, and Charles did not care

for that style of writing. "I like free verse much better."

One of the factors which interfered with his understanding

of the poem's literal meaning was his preoccupation with

technique.

Another factor which undermined Charles's ability

t -aderstand the "plain sense" of "Recuerdo" was his mncu-

monic irrelevance concerning certain words in the noem.

The recurrence of events in the poem concerning "t, shawl-

covered head," having only fruit to eat, and only enough

money for subway fares made Charles believe that this poem

had Soanish Harlem for its setting, which he defined as

"a whole poverty arca."

He concluded his resionze with a thematic interpre-

tation based on a pernonal opinion: "They d4dn't care al:out

anything because they had each other."

Charles's response was t.ypical of the cognitive

Group, for his technical approach frequency was quite high.

Lut he was not typical of the high-level readers who acre

co:,nitively directed, as that groul had a hirh frequency

of moral judgments, and Charles made none. And although

Charles was focusing his attention on technical elements,

he iGnored the title and its relationship to the poem.
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This was a cormon happening, but in Charles's resnenso,

omitting reference to the title was part of tho larger

picture which included Charles's distortion of the literal

meaning of the poem because of his preoccupation with

rhyme vs. free verse. These abstract remarks about tech

nique nay have been induced by the cognitive direction

Given in this study or by past teachers.
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Eample Resnonse Ho. 8

Interview No. 61 Low-level reader

Student: Lydia Treatment croup: Cognitive

Readinc level: 7.4 Ace: 15

Response frequency to both poems: 9

Response frequency to "Recuerdo": 5

Caegory frequency to "Recuerdo":

Factual, 3; Personal, 2; Moral, 0; Thematic, 0; Technical, 0.

"Somebody that had no place to live./ I feel that

they came from a different country./ They have no food,/
F

and no place to co./ I don't think, that they speak Enclish
1'

at all."/

The method of direction did not affect the res7)onses

of low-level readers to any Great degree in the cogatively-

directed croup. Cognitively - directed low-level readers had

the hi-host frequency of resnonso in the affective catecory

of personal association, and a low frequency in thematic

intererotation and technical annroach. Lydia's r:isnonse

reflects this finding, since her resnonse units could be

coded in only two categories, personal association and factual

narration.

Actually, Lydia constructed a poem of her own instead

of reacting to the given one. She focused on the sad elements

instead of the romantic ones. Like many other low-level
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readers she ignored all references in "Recuerdo" to being

"merry," concentrating only on references to being "tired."

Hany low-level readers could not reconcile the two ideas

as happening at the same time.

Lydia's discussion of the narrative events in

"Recuerdo" were unrelated to the actual literal meaning.

This may have ston,..yd from her own associated experiences.

since Lydia spoke with an accent, it was apparent that her

personal responses, "I don't think that they sneak relish

at all," originated from her own life. Her sympathy was

directed to the characters in the poem whom she imagined

to have the same nroblem she had had.

When a response like this is voiced in the classroom,

teachers might use some of the response units by pressinG

home on core points they make, such an why Lydia thinks the

characters did not speak Engli sh, in reference to linos

in ho poem, or why shc felt they have no home. ClarifL.ins

these noints might aid in developing Lydia's attention to

the lines that were written and not what; she irrelevantly

reads into them.
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Sample, 11:-!snonse No. 2

Interview No. 59 High-level reader

Student: Janine Treatment group: Affective

Reading level: 12.3 Age: 15

Response frequency to both poems: 15

Resnonse frequency to "Rccuerdo": 9

Category frequency to "Recuurdo":

Factual, 1; Personal, 6; Fiera', 1; Thematic, 0; Technical, 1.

P
The poem makes you feel good./ It strikes a chord

inside./ Like the anpropriate title,/ it's like an experi-
n

once you might have had yourself./ You can be out all nit
P

lone and enoy Yourself without mttinr: tired./ And it's

something nice to remember that you stayed up all ni3ht/

and as a result you made somebody else feel good./ Those
2

people yore so happy, they wore just jumping around./ I

felt good :hen I read it."/

The broad responses given by Janine to uRecuerdo"

include only one reference to thu narrative asnect of the

poem, but her resnonses conveyed a total impression. Ror

annroach, which had been affectively directed, emphasized

fooling and nersonal associations, without ignoring references

to technical approach or factual narration.

Her first response indicated that the affective

direction had turned her thoughts towards emotional reaction:
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"The poem makes you feel good. It strikes a chord inside."

When Janine made a number of resnonces which described

related incidents in her life, and she concluded with a

statement of emotional reaction.

During Janine's basically subjective approach, she

also managed to refer to the title as "appropriate," indi

cating that both fu= and content were alluded to. One line

referring to the literal meaning of the nom was all Janine

felt necessary to her responses. A moral judrment which she

voiced was based on the underlying assumption that it is nice

to "make somebody else feel good."
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Sample Ronnonse 7_:o.11o. 10
MNIIMO

Interview No. 72 Low-level reader

Student: Nelinda Treatment croup: Affective

Reading level: 7.2 Ate: 16

Res2onse frequency to both poems: 17

Response frequency to "Recuerdo": 12

Category frequency to "Recrerdo":

Factral, 5; Personal, 4; Norall 0; Thematic, 1; Technical, 2.

P
"Reminded me of days in Jamaica/ when I was a cub

P P P
scout./ We used to co camping./ It made me nostalGic./

9r%

It's about kids around a campfire./ They ate apples and

pears. / Although they were tired, they were happy. / The

morning they wore leaving they cave the apples and nears to
P iii

an old lady./ They thought she needed food./ Rhymes

nicely./ The rhythm is rood too./ Spring was coning."/

The organization of lielinda's response reflected

the affectively-directed approach, as her first three responses

were personal aosociations. Affectively-directed low-level

readers had "i;he hiGhest frequency in personal association.

iielinda's third 1,LInonse was a personal one, but related to

the mood of "Recuertio," "It made me nostalgic."

Delinda then went on to describe the narrative action,

makinfl four factual statements in a row. She concluded by

interweaving thematic and technical statements with an unrelated
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factual reference about the poem: "They thought she needed

food. Rhymes nicely. The rhythm is Good too. Spring is

coming."

Melinda's misreading of the literal sense by assuming

that the poem was about "kids around a campfire" clearly

emanated from her personal association Given earlier that

the poem reminded ner of when she was a cub scout in Jamaica.

Apparently, this mnemonic irrelevance was associated with

the use of words in the poem such as "fire" and "apples and

pears." Affective direction may also have reinforced this

subjective involvement.
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Sample Ronnanze No. 11

Interview No. 52 High-level reader

Student: Janet Treatment croup: Nondirected

Reading level: 11.8 Ago: 15

Response frequency to both poems: 28

Response frequency to "Recucrdo ": 17

Category frequency to "Recuerdo":

Factual, 7; Personal, 2; !oral, 1; Thematic, 2; Technical, 5.

P
"I read the noon as completely as I could/ and I

me

was lookins for symbolism/ because mast poetry I read has
MPJ.JJ M^

symbolism./ But I couldn't find it./ It just seemed to

be about a recollection of somethir:r_ thnt luelnonnai mui thn
T2

word 'we' was repeated a few times./ Who was the 'wel1/

It might be a your r couple,/ a teenacer like myself and
P P

her boyfriend,/ and they were pretty much in love,/ and
rn-7

the description/ is of the evenins and how they snent it

in the hills around them,/ the food they ate./ They cave

away all their stoney/ because it didn't mean anythizr,;/
al Ti

they bad each other,/ which is more im7)ortant."/

This response was representative of the total response

-.1attern of the nendirected group, in that all the categories

were utilized by Janet. Nondirected participants in this

study had the widest distribution in the categories of response.

This nondirected reader explained her technical predispositions
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about poetry before beginning her responses letting in a

glimpse of her usual approach to poetry. Zhe was expecting

to find symbolism in the poem "because most poetry I read

has symbolism." Not being able to find it, she then sought

narrative description, from which she derived the moralistic

theme that having money is not as irmortant as being in love.

Her need to find sombolic meanina was satisfied by this sub-

stitution of a "nessace" which she discovered near the last

line of the poem.

The sequence of Janet's search for symbolism followed

the poem carefully from line to line. By the time she reached

the last line, she had almost lost all hope of findin- the

message cho was looking for, and co the decision was made to

use the last two lines as a theme. There is no indication

in her response that she was able to free herself from her

technical prezunnoeitionss stated first; therefore, she

directed her resnonzen towards a conitive coal, which not=

to be her usual api)roach to a poem. As shown in the Graph

(2.3), the co;:mitive a-Yeroach was not an unusual procedure

for high reading level Girls to uno in Vie nondirected Troup.

Peuale renoonses to "Recuerdo" made in the nog directed croup

were most frequent in the coe.nitively-based categories of

thematic internretation and technical approach.
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Samnle Resnense ro. 12

Interview No. 14

Student: John Treatment croup: Nondirectcd

Readinc level: G.4 Ace: 1G

Resnonse frequency to both poems: 1G

esponse frequency to "Recuerdo": 9

Catccory frequency to "Rectordo":

Factual, G; Personals 0; floral, 2; Thematic, 0; Technical, 1.

164

Low-level reader

"It sounds like comethins like Adam and Bye./ Eut

the top part/ sounds like two people who were lost/ and

had to stay out all ni(jat./ I don't know whore the money
P

comes ins/ but they stay because they're stuck out there

all nicht./ Some parts sound like the Bible./ Like two
1'1

people cot cau-lit in a tree all nif./ They were wal-i-nc

back and forth on the ferry and comeninz- must have hanpened

to it because they had to cot off."/

In John's resnonse, as in the resnonsos of other 11w-

level readers, a stock response to the word, "dpnlo" and

nature. imacery resurxd in 2;iblical aosciciations. The analofly

John made to Adam and Eve evidently came from the last stanza

because ho became confused about the nom when he at

to relate his conce?tion of the theme to the first few lines,

"It sounds like Adam and 13ve. Mat the top part sounds like

two people who were lost and had to stay out all niuht."
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Another factor which might have affected John's

response was the repetitive use of balanced phrases connected
by the word, "and," so often an element of the style used
in the Bible. liany low-level readers, John included, mouthed

the word.s of the 'loam aloud while reading and thus the sound
of the balanced rhythms ma,y have had a treater impact on them

than it did on high-level readers, who usually read silently.
This tendency towards a high frequency of reliciously-based
moral judonents occurred Inost often in the nondirccted group

of low-level readers.
In the pilot study, which dealt only with free response,

low-level readers generally expressed feelings of inadequacy
about their ability to road roetry. In the present study,
this feeling sealed to be reinforced in the nondirected p..oup
by the lack of direction towards a set coal. ;lien cognitively

or effectively directed, low-level rc.,adors responded much

less often in the category of moral judl-nent.
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CHAPTER V

IMPLICATIONS OP THE FINDINGS

Implications for Teaching

The first part of this chapter will seek to develop

some of the implications of the findings of this investigation

for the classroom situation. The study, it will be noted,

focuses on readers' initial responses to texts when the direc-

tions to the student have been nondirective, or cognitively-

or affectively-oriented. Since the findings about readers'

initial responses and the general findings indicate that the

instructor's directions do affect student response, it is

possible to extrapolate some implications for teaching to

the classroom. Application of the findings to teaching

depends ultimately, it is recognized, on the teacher's

philosophy of education. The strong differences in theoret-

ical emphasis during recent decades -- the shifts from concern

with technical analysis to concern with personal response --

are reminders that there are possible alternative teaching

approaches. It is recognized also that teaching applications

will differ according to different theoretical positions

concerning the way in which growth in capacity to interpret

and evaluate literature comes about.
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The implications for teaching presented in this

chapter are based on the investicatorls belief that teacher-

student interaction and reader-text interaction nroduce

more fully developed and retained critical abilities than

the traditional teacher- centered classroom, with its primary

aim, the transmitting of accepted interpretations of literary

works and hnowledr:e of literary terminolory and cate,-ories.

Eargaret Early, one of the nroponents of the free resoonse

technique in the toachinc of literature, pointed out in her

examination of sta;;es of crowth in literary apnreciation

that readers who have experienced "unconscious enjoyment"

tend to ask themselves why they were so doliL;hted and than

work towr..rds an answer to that question, thereby reachin:;

the staz;e of "conscioun doliht" or critical awareness.

Consequently, it seems advisable to avoid the tradiLional

content emphasis of "Gettinc across the work" to students,

and to focus insead on evokin tyoes of rerponcc which

enable the reader to experience "unconscious enjoyment"

vhile allowin:; the teacher to exmine the stuacater. own

method of or::anizinr; his literary reactions. The creation

of a classroom al:mosnhero which normits students to express

their rcsnonses honestly, whether these be pleasure or bore-

dom, a[7roment or disasroement with a teacher about a literary

work, in likely to provide creator opportunities for self-

1.Larcaret J. Early, " 3ta'.:Os of Growth in Literary
Appreciation," En-lirh Joua1 40 (Karel, l %0), pp. 161-67.
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constructed learning than the kind of classroom situation

in which students respond by trying "to give the teacher

what the teacher wants."
2

Achievement of relevant self-structured literary

responses calls for instruction which builds on the previ-

ously acquired critical capabilities of the reader, before

movin:; on to the no=t stage, in which reinforcement of them;

capabilities is stressed.3 Whitehead maintains that in

order to lay a foundation of future success in the develop-

ment of critical reading ability

It is obvious that it would he wholly misleading
to think that the job of the En:71ish teacher is
to teach *J1v,lish in any direct sense. Clearly
what he has to ao is accent as his daum-line
the nupils' already v::ist,ent ability to use their
mother tonru., and devise ways of leading on from
there. r

This idea finds further supPort in the findincs of this

study which indicate that specific proreadin guidance

nurrovs the s'!Aldents' respe)nees to the; boundaries sob by

the preliminary statements, and thus reduces the teacher's

oypeIrtunitios to discern defects in the students' critical

ability which mit;ht otherwise be visible.

VO/11.410

2-Rosenblatt, Literature us Ex-plpraUoll, p. 70.

3Robert Ti. Gagne, The Conditinns of lic,arninr. (Kew
York: Eolt, ninehart/ and7:inston, Inc., 1:;35), p. 26.

4
Denys Thompson, Ed., Direc tions in the Torechinz

of Ervilish (Cambridge, England: eumpridc5777:ress,
J.0W,
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Also, the nondirective approach, permitting personal,

self-structured responses early in class discussion of a

poem, may allow students to discover for themselves textual

elements noted by others which they had disregarded originally

and thus to compare their responses with those expressed by

other students. The to :ct itself can in this way serve as a

control so that the students may be able to evaluate their

own and others' res?onses.5 Establishment of the kind of

classroom which does not have one set goal, but whore teacher

and student "are consLantly establishing and modifying their

objectives, "6 should also help shape and refine critical

reading ability. Noreover, the kind of knowledge which is

learned through self-construction is believed to hn rniwrinoa

lonc;er and function better in new situations,7 than the kind

of knowledge which is rigidly structured in the students'

minds through rote learning.

The findings of the .:,res,,.nt study nay provide clues

to ways of giving prereading assistance to students in order

to (a) pronote more self-constructed ros-.)onses, (b) increase

the frequency of personal association rewmonses, and (c) widcm

the range and frequency of other types of resnonso.

=1111

'Rosenblatt, Literature as Bxnlorationi p. 110.

6
Robert Zoellner,* "Behavioral Objectives for English,"

allIalEn-,lish 33 (Champaign, Illinois: NCTE, 1972), p. 432.

7Gagne, The Conditions of Learnine., pp. 27-23.
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Assessment of the total responses for each treatment

group revealed that the cosnitivelydirected group made more

frequent responses in the thematic intoreretation cateCorY;

and the affectively-directed croup made more frequent responses

in the personal association category; but the nondirected

croup had a high frequency in three of the categories: !eersonal

association, thematic interpretation, and technical approach.

Furthermore, nondirected students made even more frequent

interpretive responses to "Recuerdo" than did cocnitively-

directed students.

It was apparent in the interviews that the nondirected

group ac a whole felt insecure about the lack of directive

enhasis and sought this direction. Even after the intervie\rer

finished emnhanizinte that the students wcre free to voice

their cnontmcous thouhts and feelinr;s al :out the noom,

nondirected students continued to azi :, "2;ut what do you went

1).; to nay about Clone nocmr3:" Conitivoly- and xt:Pcotivc1:i-

airectod otudvato did not ask for further txtiCianco. Frou

wr; concludc thPt tho t:tueaJli;;; ax.v u="1. to boirv;

told beforoLand abou.b thc, way in which they are e:cpected to

respond. Eore often than nob, in the traditi6nal claeLroom,

they are acl:ed to retrond by paraphvasing the noon or Living

"the meanin2" in a concise statement. The results of the

proscnt study tend to support the view that prior direction

which limits the student to "the plane of verbalization, of
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translation of the literary work into generalizations and

abstractions"8 may also narrow the range of the student's

critical thinking. Along these lines, even more clearly

defined differences were demonstrated by the findings con-

cerning nondirected'low-level readers who made sicnificantly

more frequent responses in the categories of personal asso-

ciation and technioal approach than did low-level readers

in the two directed croups. (Responses of cognitively-

directed low-level readers, in particular, were shown to

be meager in the thematic interpretation category as well.)

It may be concluded that the low-level reader's increased

response in a nondirected situation results from a lack of

fear of answering incorrectly, since he is not expected to

strive for "the right answer," and thus feels free to express

his inraecliaie responses.

Another inference which nay be derived from the large

number of cate;:orised resnenses made by the nondicted

dents as a whole is that irrelevant approaches to the literary

work are easier to detect when students demonstrate their

inikaal ways of looking at it, and there ore the nondirected

approach may be helpful for diagnostic purposes. The stu-

dent's lack of technical ability or insight shoald provide

clues enabling the teacher to help him develop the ability

to organize his resionscn to literary works.

8
Rosenblatt, Litnraturo as1 ,17..rttinn n. 111.
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A consistent positive correlation of frequencioo

between personal association res7tonsez and technical an.sroach

1.esponses also was evident in the nondirectod croup. This

sicnificant correlation suGsauts that a reader who is allowed

to experience a work of art without prior direction seems

likely to ros:lond with both affective and cocnitivo state-

ments. Squire, in his study of roononsos to the short story,

also found that "readers whe are emotionally involved tend

to make more literary judoments. The two typos of rcsoonse

mom almost to reinforce one rnother."9

The results of the coGnitivoly-directed interviews

succest that; this typo of prior direction distracted atten-

tion fron a wide view of tho sinco conitively-dIrected

ntudents rz:sponded rainly with factual narration and thcic

Ono eco.:Atively-earectcd studcnt, for

yho ray have had teachers who anproachcd not:try as sylfool-

v,1:, r;:17=ded :7c

rmantic cvenin a coullo dent toGether on a ferry) in this

way:

Ono thinf; that; intercsed me in thin noom wan tho
Ing forces.. from We begimiii48--
ry, and then coi.n.:.; bac% and fo3:t14.

F

rar, Are and
nd of And the jcur-
pUr;)030 t!) br:in with. I'm not
-aocurlefi 1n4cr on, but when th;:y

.y, if they do, thcy nurchaso an
, which is acain, coinc back to

way Yr: .5et up oppo
very til,ed, bW; mc.

t7:%t
Ye alo fella

watorwhich :;(:crin 1:
ncy (Jr;cno t:,o have no
nuva wha
.tinich their jourp
apple and a

1.;quire, )!P.;')onr:n of LOokIxtml..s, p. 167.
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nats.tre and the natural world. hater on, they buy
Ll parer' thry don't r:.ad. They're divoecd
fro:a twentieth ccni.ury sociv;:y becauJe they refuse
to raid a naer which records what is roin: on....
I don't knew if y "u considt:r this ferry ride a
voyage to innocence or not....

This student was so intent on labelling symbols that

he missed the feeling, rood, tone, and even the plain sense

of the poem. It seems obvious that this student had been

preconditioned to resnond in an analytic way to poetry, and

the cognitive prior direction he received in the present

study probably reinforccd this emphasis.

Cue noticeable difference between the responses of

boys and girls was that girls tended to respond subjectively

and box.; tcnd;:d to rocnond thenabically. But when 1;oyc W017(3

cognitively directed they made cirnificantly more frequout

moral jumentz snd far fuwer technical r;c7,1on:::cc than irlc.

The frequency of moral .jud7,mcnts correlated with the new:on-

.o2=?ao:iic of .otructl:.rJd, thin.1:in:; in

10
Squirt.;'s study. Possibly, cognitive direction in an already

t,tructured clacoroor.! sittlati.Ja rcsJlt in ci:ailzIr

Of recponceo.

In culz.lationt this investicaUea revealed that prior

direction affected the character of recomma to the nOCUS.

The statistically significant correlation of personal =so-

elation with technical approach in all the treatment growls

11.IIII.N..IIMMIIIIIMI1110Mr0

°;klui,v Pc%r:lon-rso of clolvv.efrnt- p. 64



suggests that personal meaning is essential for increasing

student discussion of literary qualities. The negative cor-

relation between personal association and factual narration

suggests a need for teachers to lessen their emphasis on

paraphrase and factual de tails.

This study supports the belief that teachers achieve

the responses they expect from the type of instruction given,

and may do this by emphasizing one aspect of literature and

minimizing anoLhor. It also suggests that allowing initial,

free response td a literary work is likely to result in a

high frequency of varied resnonses. These implications may

be useful to those who believe that one aim of education is

student ability to conceive new path: of thought, and that

teaching which initially allows literary works to become

personally meaninful, and at the sane time allows for com-

parison of ideas, nicht serve better than the kind of tradi-

tional, cocnitively-based teaching which is direc!,ed mainly

at an orderly imitation of the teacher's critical approach.

Implicatilns for ru;a1:tio Re:march

The implications for teaching set forth in the

preceding section constitute, in a sense, a set of hypotheses

for further research. The statistically sicnificant findings

of this study led to the postulation that, given similar

emphases in typo of direction in the classroom, the responses

I7
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of students would be similar in typo and frequency to those

in this study. Research is therefore suggested on compari-

sons of student rennonse to poems, given similar variables

in direction, in the classroom.

As indicated by the mean response scores, further

investigation of the interaction .between sex, reading level,

and treatment croup may ?rove rewarding. The findings which

result from the analysis of response variables of differing

category frequencies may be of value when considering ways

to approach the teaching of 7)oetry in a heterogeneous class-

room.

Future research on techniques for fostering the

development and retention of critical abilities which enable

a student to cope with new leEtrnins situations arc also

suggested by some of the findinfjs of this study. For exanlle,

the general findings of the treatment croup differences

denonstrate that the cha:let= of rc;:ponses of h.4;h- and

low-level readers may be anticipated, denending on the tyne

of -folor direction given. inormation opens the way

for o::ploration of slecific reinforcement techniques aimed

at the retention of critical abiliUes previously established,

and for the examination of the development of critical abili-

ties after prolonged cocnitivel affective, or nondirected

instruction. This typo of investigation would also shed some

light on how the student's habitual existing literary apnroach
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undergoes codification and why sone habits are retained.

Further research suGgested by the findings concerns

the relationship of responses consistently appearing in

combination, such as the high correlation of both technical

approach and Personal association responses made by the

non directed croup. Negative correlations, such as the re-

ported finding that when readers' responses emphasised

narrative and moral judcluents there would be few thematic,

technical or personal responses, Licht also be explored

from differing perspectives. A study of attitudinal and

personality factors may further refine the findings of this

study.

The students participating in this study demons :rated

a considerable range in the relevance of their responses

to the text. Since relevance of response to the tc:Mt was

not one of the variables of this study, research is =c-

rested in the rolat5.orsaip of :rnen of direction, cal;eory-

frequency, and relevance of student resnonse.

This investication did not t:rcat tlre possible rcl-

tionchip bei.ween the differences in hif;h- and low-level

readers' variation in cai:eLprized responses, on the OAO hand,

and cultural influence or socio-economic background, on the

other. Clarification of these relationships is needed.

Simificantly different responses to each of the

two poems were reported in all treatment croups. Nondirected

188
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students responded with a sib; lificant positive correlation
between thematic and technical cate;.,77ory frequencies to

"Bulletin," but with a nerative correlation botween those
two cate;pries to "Recuerdo." Affective ly-directed students

divided their response correlations to each poei by showint;
a positive moral and narrative correlation response frequency
to "Rocuardo," and a 'locative response frequency to "Bulle-

tin." To improve understand-Inc; of the effect of factors

related to content and form on literary responses further
o;:ploration of correlation variation is %:arranted.

The need has been urced for research which will help
to devise instruments for measurins on individual's crown
in critical thinkin.; abilities. Tests neaur.inr: E7-..:.-70.;11

appreciation of literature and critical d3.sc7-inination,
tenon: clifferin of instr,lction huvo boon ad.:.:inic.,:o7N.d,

"would seem to be useful for noasurins the 1ar7-er efTects
of a soLool's cur' -ice 1!.].t::.1 and tc:Ach:in-;4r-.-1o7atinns."11

present 13 Ludy indicaton, however, the cm:plc:city of the

faci;orf.: involved ''ho readily:7 procol:s, cslecially when

literary to:cts ara involved. Ciais stvay would tend also to

reinforce current warninr :s aciainot redueino definiUons of
objectives such as ";77rowth critical ability" or "crown
in literary appreciation" to the moro oasily measurable
co:;nitivo aspects of response.

11,
t.47.e..r3.r..r. R. lopc.7., "ilettsurint; Anpreciation of

7.:71.:erattzre: j iZeview of Attenpt.s," 1Z(7:7(..e-veli in t.'::
of .::.14.1;lt V (.3?rins, 1`)71),
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APPII1DIX A

The Caterories of Rennonse

The method of establishing response categories

combined both original data and research. The original data

was collected during the pilot study from the responses of

the students who participated in the tape-recorded interviews.

This list was then divided iato croups of similar responses,

and given classification headings. Further refining of the

categories came from research into Purves' study of literary

response in which he classified in great detail all types

of literary responses.1 The major divisions of literary

roiponse in that study were combined into the five categories

usea in this investigation. Those categories of response

types are:

PEREMTAT, ASSCOTATION:

Responses of this type en-nress the emotional effect

of the poem on the reader. The discussion of the poem is

based on whether or not the content of the .poem arouses

moving feelings.

1. Nontions personal ii pact of the poem.

The student describes the emotional effect
of the poem in remarks such as:

a. I feel like this sometimes.

b. I really hate this kind of poem.

1Alan C. Purves and Victoria Riprero, "Elements of
Writing About a Literary Work: A Study of Recponse to Litera-
ture," KCTE Bulletin Uo. 9 (ChampaiGn, illiacis), 1968.
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2. Connects a nersonal exnezience with the n,oem.

An actual incident in a student's life, or
a memory of an event told to him, may be
recalled, by the poem or by the similarity
of the emotions aroused.

7.) Points out cm tionall_y rower. ful wordc.

Centerin z. attention on one or two affective
words or nhracos which overwhelm the reader
may color his total view of the poem.

4. Refers to persona1. insteht affirmed iv1132210.

The philosophical or psychological insicht
of the poetic experience may strike the reader
as an affirmation of a belief already hold.

5. Discusses seecific feeling-el aroueed by the -eoen.

The student may describe how he felt 'while
reading the poem or immediately after having
road it.

NORALJUD(VOTT:

Con:month primarily based on ethical, religious, or

social belieft which reflect the reader's and not the poet's

vtandardo -- This typo of recnonse judges the world created

by the artist in terms of right and wrong. The terminoloGy

bost often used in this typo of reenense is, "ouzht to bon

and "should have been."

1. Discusses pureone of nom.

The student may criticize the poem on the
hounds that it does not have a useful purposei
in that it does not teach anything. Or the
student might approve of a noem solely on the
basis of the values expressed therein.

2. Sees relirious sienificance in the nom.

This is a reference to any religious symbol
seen in the poem or on allusion to traditional
values.
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3. flakes attitudinal statements about poet.7

This may be a reference to the moral intention
of the noem, the need of the noet to express
his standards, or an allusion to the typo of
life led by the noet.

4. Seer; sexual uE121iam.

A statement made by the student relatinf; some
element of the noon to a hidden sexual meaning.
An ambirxous term may be interpreted with a
sexual analocy.

5. Criticines sublect of neem.

This is a statement of criticism of the subject
of the poem on moral rrounds. It may be a
subject which The reader feels is morally detri-
mental and should not be aired. Gr the subjec.o
of the 7Ioem nay deal with social values in
which the reader does not believe.

TIMATIC I7TERR7TATION:

Dominant responses keyed to the theme of the poem

belong in this catecory. This includes relating the theme

to a universal concept, applying it to present life or to

a basic principle.

1. Cansulines theme of nocm.

This is an attempt to internret the sicnificance
of the fusion of form and content in the poem.

This is a satecent which implies that the
vision of life nresented in the theme e2 the
poem is generally applicable to all of humanity.

3. Criticizcs choice of theme.

The student may discuss the literary worth of a
theme, af-xceing or disaflreeing with its choice
as an important enouc;11 idea.
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4. Relates thyme of noon to one in another medium.

This is a statement of comparison of themes
in a poem and another medium, such as film or
theater.

5. Associates thepp of POW with other literary work.

The student may make comparative remarks about
the poem in this study and another one read
previously. Or else, the theme may recall a
similar theme encountered in a novel or a play.

TECIITICAL APPROACH:

Reactions to the form of the poem, the rhythm, use

of rhyves meter, and references to phrases eliciting visual

or auditory imagery would fit into this category. Remarks

on the craft or style with which the poem was written also

fall into this category, ems. , "I would have chosen a better

subject for this poem, l' or "This poem needs more rhyming

words."

1. Selocts nnecific auditory or visual imarery.

This may be a rcslense to either the sounds of
words or the colors and descriptions in the
poem. Or else, the student may mention a color
or a sound that was not in the poem but was
brou;bt to this thouqhts.

2. Seoarates sooakor's voice from poet's.

The pupil differentiates between the person
of the poem and its creator. Per example:

a. The poet describes a man who is thinking
of committing suicide. (Instead of,
"He is thinking of committing suicide.")

b. I think the one who is sneaking is a
woman who is middle-aced. (Instead of,
"The man who wrote this says....")

199
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3. Mentions tone of voice.

The reader discusses the tonal quality or
emotional atmosnhere of the poem.

4. Refers to technique.

This is a statement characterizing the type
of poem as to its form, such as whether it
is a sonnet, a ballad, etc.

5. Discuses or meter.
This is a reference to the use or absence
of rhyme in the poem, the type of rhythm,
or the effect of the meter.

PAOTUAb NARRATION:

Responses which followed the sequence of thou'ht in

the poem without any subjective comments or interpretation

fall into this category,

1. Attempts to paranhrane the noem.

The reader delineates the plain sense of the oem
by followinr; the step-by-step thou3hts, or merely
describes the literal events, e.r1., "What hap2ens
in this poem is that a boy get;; is hand cut off,
and dies."

2. Discusses the literal meanin of lines excernted
fron th2 noem.

The student examines the meaning of certain
phrases or lines without reference to the rest
of the neem.

3. Feneats details in the poem.

The student may keep repeating the minor noints
of the action of the poem without over synthe-
sizing these points in a meaningful way.

Followk. 1. the poem.

This ,is a step -by -step account of the sequence
of thoughts as it is given in the poem.

2tst
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APPEIDIX B

Interview Guide

I. PLAN FOR INTERVIEW

A. Motivation of Subject

1. Information on purnose of study.

2. Th:plain method by which subjects are chosen.

3. State confidential nature of interview.

4. Obtain agreement to participate.

B. Prensraion for Rocordin^: Rosnonses

1. &plain use of the tape recorder.

2. Present dLrections for reading (see procedure below).

3. Play back first responses if desired.

PROCEDURE FOR INT73RVIE=0 371.MB TIM READING 0? :ACH POEM

A. Initial Probe for Affectively-Dirocted Groan

1. What is your name?

2. What is your official class?

3. I am going to ask you to read two poems, silently.

After you have finished the first one, I would like

you to discuss how the poem made you feel, if and

when it aroused your emotions. It is only our

response which is important. This is not a test

and there are no right or wrong answers.

B. _x)rCoizL,tivolz-2LrcInitialPctedGrou.n

1. What is your name?

2. What is your official class?
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3. I am going to ask you to read two poems, silently.

After you have finished the first one, I would like

you to discuss the moaning, the thoughts you had or

any other ideas which occurred to you while reading

it. It is only mur response which is important.

This is not a test, and there are,no right or wrong

answers.

C. Initial Probe for Eandirected Group

1. What is your name?

2. that is your official class?

3. I am going to ask you to read two poems, silently.

After you have finished the first one, I would like

you to discuss the poem and your reaction to it

without my saying a word. It is only, =Er response

which is important. This is not a test, and there

are no right or wrong answers.

D. General Procedures Duzrin

1. Obtain responses. Encourage subjects to continue

responding by such methods as:

a. liodding head.

b. Statement of acrecmentv such as. "uh huh,"

"I see," and "Yes."

c. Asking, "Is there anything else ?"

2. When clarification of the reader's response is

necessary, use such probes as the following:

a. "Tell mo more about this."
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b. "I'm interested in what you are sayinG."

0. "Could you e:cplain that a little more?"

d. "I see what you mean. Could you give me

a little more on that?"

e. "What do you mean?"

E. Snecific Procedures Durin Interviewine, of AffcctivelY-

Directed Gronn

1. "What other feelings did you have to this poem?"

2. "Did you have any other emotional reactions?"

P. 8,n:eine Procedures DUrinfr, Interviewinf; of Cormitiwly-

Directed Groun
1

1. "Did.. you have any other thoughts on this poem?"

2. "What other neeninc:9 did. you find?"

1Framework for interview guide was obtained from
James R. Squire's Th.D. dissertation completed at the University
of California, "The Rog ponses of Adolescents to Literature
Involvini; Selected Experiences in Personal Development" (1956),
pp. 347-49..


